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Frat Party Title Causes Controversy
ALUSON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

On Sept. 26, the Alpha Chi
(Cleo) Literary Society of
Trinity College was notified
their "Pimps and Hos" party
was not only unregistered
with the school, but found
offensive by certain faculty
members. Associate Dean of
Students Christopher Card
promptly canceled the event.
Faculty and staff members
were made aware of the party
by flyers distributed throughout campus by members of
Cleo.
"Pimps and Hos" has been
used as a party theme in the
past at Trinity; however, the
administration now condemns
the inclusion of the word "ho"
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in a college-registered social
event.
The flyer also included
"bro", a word once meant as a
derogatory racial slur towards
African-Americans. Although
the inclusion of "bro" was
meant to connote a less archaic, more modern vernacular
usage , faculty and staff found
the word in poor taste.
Although Sean Hilson '10,
self-styled "Chairman" of
Cleo, maintained the party
was officially shut down
because Cleo did not properly
register the event, the party's
theme sparked intense controversy amongst members of the
Trinity community.
Hilson acknowledged that
the party was the result of an
error in judgment. "We defi-

nitely made a mistake [. . .] we
never intended to malign with
or conjure up abhorrent
images of the cycles of prostitution," he said.
Hilson blamed the "outra geous error in judgment" on
the suppression of individual
opinion due to the effect of the
mob mentality. Although he
was quick to point out that
Cleo is not a "hive mind," he
did remark that once the idea
was suggested there was a collaborative "snowball effect"
amongst members .
Hilson also explained that
tradition played a large role
on the decision to have a
"Pimps and Hos" themed
party. Cleo has had "Pimps

Women's
4+ Wins
Gold at
45th Head
of the Char1es
Regatta

COURTESY OF DEE McMEEKAN P' LO I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

The Women's Collegiate Four event highlighted the ~ e kcnd for the
Trinity rowing team, which also turned in second-, 10th-, 11th-, and
see TRINITY on page 16
24th-place finishes.

see CLEO on page 6

College Sets Fundraising Records Despite Economy
Buell
Captivates
Audience
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11
FEATURES EDITOR

You would never know that
the break of Trinity Days had
just ended from the number of
intellectually curious students
filling the Rittenberg Lounge
in Mather. Last Wednesday,
Oct. 14, students flooded the
room, completely and wholeheartedly ready to listen, discuss, and debate.
At 4:30 p .m ., the American
Studies Program at Trinity
proudly hosted the annual Jan
Cohn lecture. The endowed
Jan Cohn lecture was created
to honor Cohn's life and lega cy. Cohn was the first woman
Dean of the Faculty at Trinity,
and the annual lecture offers a
tribute to her work and
achievements.
This is the
fifth year of the lecture.
The Trinity Web site notes
that "the Jan Cohn Lecture is
an annual lecture dealing
with
topics
relating to
American Studies, culture,
and history." Each year a different speaker is chosen to
come speak to the Trinity community and share various
insights and ideas. Powell M.
Cabot Professor of American
Literature
at
Harvard
University Lawrence Buell
was the chosen speaker for
this year's lecture.
According to Trinity's Web
site, Buell has published vari-

see JAN on page 10

Despite economic recession,
Trinity College raised its
annual giving goal to $8.65
million last year, a $450,000
increase from the 07-08 year.
Throughout the fiscal year,

which ended on June 30, new
records were set for giving to
Trinity College with over
12,500 donors contributing
$39.4 million in gifts, a 7.6
percent increase from the preceding year.
New levels were set in giving to the Trinity Fund by

alumni, exceeding $7 million.
There also was a new record of
parent donors, 1,888, who
donated $1.37 million.
Trinity's
Long
Walk
Societies, which recognize the
most generous donors, record ed a new level of 1,400 members, and over half of Trinity's

Trin Professor Affected by Coup
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

After a military coup in Honduras this
past June, Trinity College Professor of
History and International Studies Dr.
Dario A. Euraque was illegally ousted
from his position as Director of the
Honduran Institute of Anthropology and
History
(IHAH).

0

Tegucigalpa, Honduras and received his
Ph. D in Latin American and Caribbean
History from the University of Wisconsin
in Madison. He has taught at Trinity
since 1990. Many of Euraque's articles
and reviews have been published
throughout the U.S., Europe, Latin
America and the Caribbean. His earliest
work can be found in Reinterpreting the
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h e n
o t h e r Hondum citizens have lived under political turmoil for the past four months. moved on
Honduran
to address
officials and ministers. According to The questions of race, ethnicity, national
Associated Press, Zelaya was exiled after identity, and state formation in modern
he "defied court orders to cancel a refer- Honduran and Central American history
endum to ask Hondurans if they wanted in Conversaciones Hist6ricas con el
an assembly to rewrite the constitution. Mestizaje en Honduras y su Identidad
Critics feared Zelaya would use that Nacional. Most recently, Euraque has
process to extend his term in office by published Historiografia de Honduras, an
abolishing a ban on presidential re-elec- essay on the history of the historical craft
tion, as Chavez has done in Venezuela."
Euraque was born in 1959 m
see HONDURAN on page 6
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faculty and a large portion of
the staff made gifts.
The Class of 2009 achieved
over 90 percent participation
in
the
Senior
Class
Scholarship Fund, amassing
$17,465. This marks the
fourth consecutive year that
the Senior Class has topped 90
percent participation.
The
Pacesetters
Gift
Matching Program provided a
critical stimulus, which was
the largest financial challenge
ever offered at Trinity. The
program involved 225 donors
assembling $4.86 million of
their own gifts to match the
gifts of others, and its success
was considered highly necessary in order to support student's growing financial aid
needs.
National
foundations
focused on higher education
also donated to Trinity, including the Teagle Foundation, the
Taylor Education Foundation,
the
Andrew
W.
Mellon
Foundation, and the James M.
Johnston Trust. Locally, many
corporate and foundation
donors supported Trinity's
service in the city of Hartford,
including
the
Travelers
Foundation, the Hartford
Foundation for Public Giving,
the Marie & John Zimmerman
Fund, the Hartford Financial
Services
Group,
the
Connecticut
Humanities
Council, Ensworth Charitable
Foundation, J. Walton Bissell
Foundation, and the George A.
and
Grace
L.
Long
Foundation.
Trinity's fundraising success has received national

see DESPITE on page 7
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Letters to the Editor
Do Not Underestimate
Students' Concern for One
Another
Dear Editors,
I was hurt, offended, and
saddened to read Candace
Simpson's subtle jab at the
Trinity student body in her otherwise beautiful tribute to the
late Adrianna Duffy ["Passing
of Student Brings Community
Together," Oct. 6, 2009].
Ms. Simpson's self·admit·
ted "surprise" at the enormous
outpouring of public grief and
support would be valid were it
not for her insistence that the
surprise came only because of
the setting in which it took
place.
I did not know Ms. Duffy,
nor did many of the people I
talked to on the day of her
death. But there was a palpa·
ble sense of shock and mourn·
ing over Trinity's loss that day.
I could see it on the faces of the
students, faculty, and staff and
I could hear it in the muted,
cautious, and concerned con·
versations. For Ms. Simpson to
suggest that her perception of
us expects anything less, solely
because we are Trinity stu ·
dents, is a regressive, toxic,
and untrue presumption. It is
also an insult to the thousands
of us who grieved upon hearing
the sad news.
I would like to remind any·
one who shares this opinion of
us that it comes at the wrong
moment. This is a time to be
embracing the humanity of our
peers, not questioning it.
Best,
Greg Moniz '11

Staff~ are held Tuesday nights at 9 p.m. in the

Tripod Office in the basement of Jackson. Join us!

Know Your Laureates
Dear Editors,

Representatives from every section of the Tripod will
be available to discuss article ideas, event info, and
news tips with you. Faculty and staff welcome.

PLEASE RECYCLE

YOUR COPY OF
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Sadly, I feel the urge to
address in sum, the disparag·
ing and questionable remarks
being thrown around about Mr.
Obama's election as the Nobel
Peace Prize Laureate. This is
precarious for me. I am not
fond of posting my written
thoughts for public consump·
tion nor do I like to participate
in these types of conversations
casually.
Stating that the "The Nobel
Prize may be awarded to per
sons or organizations that are
in the process of resolving con·
flict or creating peace", should
be sufficient to placate the curious herd. But people who have
mastered
Kant,
Hegel,
Shakespeare , and Descartes
still struggle to compute that
Africans are human and that,
as Mr. Achebe puts it, "Africa is
people" - two straightforward
facts.
So, I continue. Nominees of
the past include, Adolf Hitler,
Joseph Stalin, and Benito
Mussolini. Mr. Obama's nomi·
nation is therefore good enough
for me.

Winners of the past include:
the 14th Dalai Lama and
Desmond Tutu. Distinguished
deserving laureates and I
would require deft and skills I
do not possess to argue other
wise. In the same company as
Rev. Tutu and the Dalai Lama
are Yasser Arafat and Henry
Kissinger. I will only speak on
Mr. Kissinger, United States
Secretary of State and foreign
policy guru from 1969 to 1977.
His global war crimes
include instituting bloodthirsty
policies in Vietnam that lead to
the death of thousands of
Vietnamese. Cambodia, Laos
and East Timor stand out for
their sheer casualty numbers.
What about my beloved Africa;
the destabilization of Angola
and his duplicity regarding
apartheid South Africa?
Mr. Kissinger also arches·
trated the dictatorial regimes
in the Southern Cone of Latin
America. The results of which
should be ranked among the
most shameful acts of hate and
repression in human history.
Do names like General
Pinochet and General Leopoldo
Galtieri, mean anything to
you? If they do and especially if
they don't, search thoroughly to
see if certain facts about
Kissinger's Latin American
policies coincide with their
ascent to power. The disputed
head count of the disappeared
from Latin America between
the 1960s and the 1980s is as
follows:
Argentina According to the
National Commission on the
Disappeared, about 9,800 peo·
ple disappeared during the mil·
itary government.
Brazil: In 1985, an unoffi·
cial church·sponsored Truth
Commission concluded that
125 people disappeared for
political reasons between 1964
and 1979.
Chile:
Rettig
The
Commission and its successor,
the National Corporation on
Reparation and Reconciliation,
a government panel created to
investigate human rights abus·
es, indicated that 1,073 people
disappeared at the hands of
state agents or their associates.
Guatemala: The Guatemala
Truth Commission, a government investigative body estimated that over 200,000 people
were killed or disappeared.
People died in large numbers. People still suffer in large
numbers. Vietnam, Laos and
South America's disappeared
list is a monumental tragedy in
both scale and brutality all
under Mr. Kissinger's watch.
The apologists will argue
that the Secretary of State's
work was an act of American
protectionism, and they are
right. For that type of mytho·
logical posture on American
imperialism sheds light on the
death of Charles Harman's in
1973? Have you seen the film
Missing? It details the ugly
conspiracy to silence Charles

Horman, the American journal·
ist based in Chile, for his
knowledge of U.S. involvement
in the ambush killing of
Constitutionalist General Rene
Schneider. Charles Horman
knew too much and was pre·
pared to write too much about
Kissinger's master plan for
Chile. In 1977, Joyce Horman
sued Henry Kissinger in the
D.C. District court for $4.9 mil·
lion and information on the
murder of her husband. Her
case was dismissed without
prejudice in 1980. (I need one of
these law school·bound schol·
ars to tell me what that means;
better yet, I'll ask my sister).
Despite history, Henry
Kissinger is venerated by his
colleagues and memorialized in
text as an icon of U.S. leader
ship. Yet insufficient voices
sound to question his status as
laureate.
Maybe we don't know
enough about the politics of the
Nobel Peace Prize as we
should. The esteemed Nobel
Committee overlooked Gandhi,
they bypassed Steve Biko. So
let the politics rain on Mr.
Obama. And maybe we don't
know enough about the laure·
ates as we should. The case for
Kissinger has been made. And
maybe we become ultra critical
because we still feel unworthy.
And maybe that is why there
are so many raucous voices
raised against Mr. Obama.. I
know Mr. Kissinger and Mr.
Arafat didn't feel unworthy and
look at their trail in the sand.
Unapologetically, their work
(good or bad) was part of their
right to be. At least Mr. Obama
is humbled by his Prize.
Rising from the ash and cin·
der that was the Bush adminis·
tration, it matters to me that
Mr. Obama won. If the likes of
Kissinger and Stalin can be
nominated and elected, Mr.
Obama is more than worthy.
That I have to draw these com·
parisons is painful, because he
is worthy in spite of Stalin or
Kissinger. But the need to vali·
date his worth stems from the
incendiary feelings of self loath
that haunts us because of our
past.
I am worthy and he is wor
thy. Dr. Wangari Maathai is
worthy. It matters to me that
his effort even if he is only par
tially successful, is .recognized.
It matters to me that he is try·
ing. His trying will make a dif·
ference for the people who are
destined to grace the earth
after us. So if you can't see
value in his effort or election as
the Nobel Peace Prize winner,
at least leave room for thought
about the colorful history of the
"PEACE Prize". It is not a per
feet system and it will never be
so I say again let the politics
rain on Obama.
I welcome your thoughts,
concerns or criticism. Thanks
for reading.
Dionne Gordon '08

We welcome your feedback! Send a Letter to the Editor : e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit at
www.trinitytripod . com. The Trip od reserves the right to edit letters for length and clarity.
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The Government is Making Criminals Of Us All Obama' s Promise of Education
ANDREW 'PONCH' QUINN '10 crime could not be taken into ing to the Department of
Reform Has Been Overlooked
account by the judge because of Justice , 2,310,984 prisoners in
OPINIONS WRIIER

minimum sentencing rules.
You are almost certainly a Krister Evertson, who experifelon. Not a convicted felon, of mented with fuel cells, faced
course. But chances are you prosecution because he forgot
have already violated dozens if to put a federally mandated
not hundreds of Federal crimi- safety sticker on a UPS packnal laws, which have now ere- age containing sodium which
ated over 9,000 different was otherwise packaged and
crimes. Civil-liberties lawyer sold by him within the law. A
Harvey Silverglate
[... ] the good
jury acquitted him.
has claimed that the
Federal prosecuintentions of
average
American
tors, not about to
Congress are
allow someone out
commits
three
felonies a day, the
being warped,
of their grasp, then
vast
majority
of
so that everyday
charged him using
which, of course, go
an overly broad
citizens can now
unprosecuted. But
statute regarding
be prosecuted
even if you have
the abandonment
never been prosecutof
hazardous
for crimes they
ed for a Federal
waste.
While he
had no ill
crime, that does not
had been in jail
intent to commean that you never
during the first
mit.
trial, he had left
will be.
Just look at the case of his fuel cell materials in storGeorge Norris, a retiree who age - the government was able
ran a small business importing to use the law as it was written
and selling flowers out of his to force a conviction and senhome. In 2004 he was prose- tence for two years. These two
cuted under the Lacey Act, cases came to light through teswhich enforces international timony to a hearing of the
fish and wildlife treaties with House judiciary committee
the force of Federal law, regarding overcriminalization.
because he had not properly There are dozens more publifilled out all of the paperwork cized cases of overreaching
needed to import orchids. He prosecution related to obscure
served two years in Federal Federal laws.
prison - the nature of the
There are currently, accord-

federal, state, and local prisons
and jails in 2008, of whom only
a little more than 1.5 million
have actually been convicted of
a crime. Such a wide gap obviously shows a system in which
the number of prosecutions far
outstrips the ability of the justice system to process them.
Many of these people, like Mr.
Norris and Mr. Evertson, are
wrongfully prosecuted, but in
prison awaiting trial. Such a
high total number overall indicates a sickening predilection
of this government for imprisoning its own citizenry.
There are two forces at
work in the increasing overcriminalization of American
law.
One is the Congress,
which has now abandoned any
pretense at limiting the role of
the Federal government in the
lives of everyday citizens.
Instead of leaving such matters
to state or local authorities,
Congress passes hundreds of
laws meant to regulate the
behavior of citizens. These
laws are passed with good
intentions, but Congress seems
completely blind to the "law of
unintended consequences." For
example, one current anti-

see SUPERFLUOUS on page 5

remind everyone of just how
painful a problem our educational system is.
Amongst all of the commenAround the world, standardtary and obsession over Iranian ized test scores are improving at
nuclear power, the war in rates far and above the
Afghanistan, and pulling out of improvement rates in the
Iraq, many of President United States. If we continue
Obama's domestic promises down our current path, we are
have gone overlooked. He has a going to be left in the dust of
lot on his plate, so
fu a country education. The probplease don't take this
f,
d d
lem lies in the horrific
oun e on
d
.
. .
.
.
as me comp1arnmg e ucahona 1 meqmty
while I'm coming off
"equality
that
millions
of
of my "Obama -high ,"
and justice
American children sufI'm still thoroughly
for all," we
fer from every day. We
delighted to have
have an achievement
cannot let
him as my president.
gap - and it's a big
other issues
one.
The numbers
However, my personal
favorite of Obama's
overshadow
back me up completethe issue of
ly. The National Black
domestic promises has
been overshadowed by
Caucus
of
State
educational
not only international
Legislators published
issues, but also by the
inequity [... ]
one particularly starnever-ending healthtling statistic in 2001.
care debate. (Really, Congress, They stated that, "30 of every
my tax dollars are paying your 100 white kindergartners go on
salaries so that you guys can to graduate from college, [while]
come up with SOLUTIONS, not only 16 of every 100 black
sit around and whine that the kindergartners later earn bachproblem is "too hard" . . . find elor's degrees." That number is
your backbones and find ALL absolutely unacceptable, and it
Americans affordable health- isn't caused by a lack of ability
care while you're at it). But my or even a lack of parental suppersonal vendetta lies in a dif- port - it stems from under
ferent sphere: education. And
so I'd like to take a moment to
see EDUCATIONAL on page 5
JORDYN SIMS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

Mandatory Meal Plans Limit Culinary Freedom Parents', Media's Exploitation
tant, but there is a lot of money which are easily utilized with
ANNE BENJAMIN '10
of Children Comes at Large Cost
to be saved by shopping at a the same amount of money that
SENIOR EDITOR

real grocery store, eating could be spent on a meal at
It's my last year at Trinity healthy and cleaning up after school.
College. After three years and oneself. That the majority of
El Serape is located a few
six semesters of being nour- students I have spoken with blocks north on Broad Street
ished and malnourished at the struggle to use all their meals and has excellent Mexican food.
hands of Chartwells, I opted out for the week means that we pur- Tangiers, located on Farmington
of the meal plan as soon as the chase a lot of unnecessary food. Avenue, is an international mar
administration allowed. My
The meal plan should be ket that serves better Falafel
resulting attitude towards food optional for reasons involving a than I have tasted in years. Pho
was unexpected, and has led me student's independence and Boston, in a shopping mall off of
to form the opinion that the growth. Sooner or later, we New Britain Avenue, serves up
meal plan at Trinity College won't be students anymore, and some
of the best Pho
should be optional for all stu- it will be necessary to make (Vietnamese soup dishes). As
dents.
healthy food choices on our own. eating healthily and fiscal
The meal plan should be And to learn how to cook. And to responsibility can't be accomoptional for health reasons. It's do our own dishes. Those who plished by simply eating out,
not difficult to sense that the want to should be allowed to there are two Stop and Shops
tastiest options available at begin the "orchestrating their located near campus, a Trader
Trinity's food venues are also own meals" process in a rela- Joes and Whole Wallet. A Dong
the least healthy. Indeed, they tively relaxed college environ- Supermarket, located next door
make really great french fries. ment. There are a lot of choices to Pho Boston, has great proThe healthier options, the sal- out there and part of growing duce, possibly the best outside
ads and the produce, are just towards adulthood responsibili- of a local farmer's markets, and
not up to the same level of taste. ty involves becoming familiar questionable meat, all at a realNeedless to say, it always is with the choices that make you ly cheap price. These venues
much easier, and more fun, to feel the best and thrive.
mentioned are just the tip of the
reach for what tastes good. But
The meal plan should be iceberg, merely a selection of
healthy food need not taste bad! optional for cultural reasons. the many great places you can
In most cases, the healthier Students often point to Trinity's find in Hartford.
foods are more expensive, but location, Hartford, as one of the
Of course, there is a large
that's another issue.
major negative aspects of life at social aspect to eating on the
The meal plan should be school. This is demonstrated by Meal Plan, which is one of its
optional for financial reasons. the geographic insularity of the main attractions. Still, it is posUnless you ate literally all you campus - the "living in a bub- sible to eat at Trinity's Cave
could eat at Mather Hall for ble" effect. Perhaps an optional and Bistro using Dining
every meal, the meal plan meal plan would provide stu- Dollars, which would be much
would not be your best option, dents with an opportunity and a cheaper than utilizing one of
financially speaking. The $5.75 reason to get out and explore the meal plans. An optional
you are able to use for one meal Hartford. After all, they do con- meal plan (or at least a more
at the Cave or the Bistro is sig- stitute part of the neighbor- partial option) would greatly
nificantly less than the actual hood. There are a number of benefit students nutritionally,
cost of a meal. Of course, we pay fantastic places around here, financially, developmentally,
for convenience, which is impor which many people miss, but and culturally.
Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect

BRANDON LEWIS '13

value, then this whole ordeal
was nothing but a publicity
stunt, perhaps even a pilot for
As if this year hasn't a reality television show.
already provided the craziest
Sadly, as inconceivable as
stories in recent memory, it may seem, this comes as no
major news networks recently real
surprise.
Alongside
brought us yet another bizarre celebrity death, 2009 has been
story to add to the mix: a six- the year of the exploited showyear-old boy, Falcon Heene, biz kid. It has been full of
was recently reported to have international adoption disbeen trapped in a Mylar bal- putes, ridiculous custody batloon 15,000 feet in the air, as tles, and never-ending paterAmericans sat with their eyes nity questions. And, of course,
glued to the T.V., awaiting the there is the Jon and Kate
outcome with bated breath. Gosselin saga.
This incident had the potenIronically, the kids are not
tial to end in either heart- the direct causes of the drabreaking tragedy or
Ironically, the
mas
surrounding
remarkable triumph,
them. On the conwhich,
of course,
kids are not
trary, they are the
explains the media's
the direct
victims. The adults,
frenzied, play-by-play
causes of the
not the children,
coverage.
dramas surare
the
ones
Thankfully, as we
screaming for the
learned
Saturday
rounding
public's attention.
night, young Falcon
them. On
Jon and Kate are
was not in the balthe contrary,
the best example of
loon. Rather, he was
this. As their marthey are the
hiding in a cardboard
riage fell apart on
box in his family's
victims.
national television,
attic. The next day, when his the two fought for tabloid covfamily appeared on Larry ers and T.V. time to express
King Live, Heene said some- their struggles. Meanwhile,
thing both peculiar and dis- their eight children had to
turbing: "You guys said that, deal with being filmed nearly
um [pause], we did this for the every day and a mother who
show."
refused them water during a
It is a possibility that the television break. Recently, Jon
boy misspoke, as he was most sent a cease-and-desist to the
likely confused and over- television
channel
TLC,
whelmed by the situation. But
if what he said is taken at face
see 'BALLOON BOY' on page 5
the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Superfluous Laws, 'Overcriminilization' Inhibit True Purpose of Legislation
continued from page 3
cyberbullying bill would make
it a crime to use the Internet to
"coerce, intimidate, harass, or
cause substantial emotional
distress to a person." While
such a thing may seem patently ridiculous - such things
constitute part of the very fabric of the internet - many similar measures are already on
the books. Almost nobody is
ever prosecuted for such
crimes, but there is nothing
from stopping an overzealous
prosecutor from using them
against anyone. And this is
exactly what they do. The sad
fact is that prosecutors now
often care far more about their
conviction rate and politics
than they do about fairness
and justice. The increasing
tendency of prosecutors to
push the spirit of the law is the
second force contributing to
overcriminalization.
The
result is that the good intentions of Congress are being
warped, so that everyday citizens can now be prosecuted for
crimes they had no ill intent to
commit.
Of course not all overcriminalization is the result of
vague legislation and prosecution of unintentional crimes.
The U.S. government has also
deliberately made itself the
enemy of the more than 100

I

million Americans who have
tried a substance that it has
deemed illegal, the substance
in question usually being marijuana. According to the FBI,
about 1.8 million Americans
are arrested every year on drug
charges; about half that number are only charged relating to
marijuana. The War on Drugs
sends thousands of ordinary
Americans, non-violent offenders, to prison out of the belief
that the government should
regulate what people are able
to put in their own bodies.
Rather than simply regulating
dangerous substances and supporting the rehabilitation of
those arrested for possession,
the overzealous minimum sentencing guidelines mean that
many people are transformed
into criminals through the
process of being removed from
society to be surrounded by
hardened criminals for several
years.
Both the Democrat and
Republican parties have shown
a disturbing willingness to play
politics with criminal law, to
allow innocent Americans to go
to jail so that Congress may
claim a public relations victory
or curry favor with interest
groups (such as the aforementioned Lacey Act, an ill-conceived gift to environmentalists). Increasingly Congress
resorts to enforcing regulation,

such as the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), by causing noncompliance with the regulation
to be punished by harsh minimum prison terms. Of course
all of this is part of the larger
phenomenon of the Nanny
State, in which legislators
increasingly see the role of government as one of social engi-

_._____

nee ring,
organizing
how
Americans go through their
everyday lives. This attitude is
dangerous to the fabric of our
criminal justice system, which
should exist to protect individual rights, not trample them.
John Stuart Mill wrote, "the
only purpose for which power
can be rightfully exercised over
any member of a civilized com -

munity, against his will, is to
prevent harm to others. His
own good, either physical or
moral, is not sufficient warrant." America is in danger of
losing sight of the purpose of
criminal law and, in the
process, is making criminals of
millions of Americans who
have done little to deserve that
status.
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Rectifying Educational Inequity
Must Become Domestic Priority
continued from page 3
funded schools.
The achievement gap is not
only one of race - it is also one
of socioeconomic brackets,
which are closely tied to race.
Children living in poverty,
whether they are minority students or not, face not only subpar educational opportunities,
but also must deal with issues
at home. While this should not
be viewed as an excuse for poor
performance, it is certainly a
complicating factor. Poverty
also creates issues in that there
is what Paul Gorski, founder of
EdChange, cites as the "culture
of poverty." In his 2008 article,
"The Myth of the 'Culture of
Poverty,"' Gorski highlights the
extremely pervasive concept
that Americans today consider
poor people to have more or less
identical beliefs, values, and
behaviors. He refutes several
myths - my personal favorite
is when Gorski slaughters the
myth that "poor people tend to
abuse drugs and alcohol."
Gorski cites studies showing
that alcohol consumption is
actually much higher in white,
middle-class high school students than among poor black
high school students. In addition, Gorski explains, "Although
drug sales are more visible in

poor neighborhoods, drug use is
equally distributed across poor,
middle class, and wealthy communities."
According to an article in
Education Week, written by the
Research
Center,
"The
Education Trust, a Washingtonbased research and advocacy
organization, found that many
minority students attend innercity schools, which are often
under funded. As a result,
those students tend to receive
poorer-quality instruction, have
fewer high-caliber teachers, and
have access to fewer resources."
The thought that students
receive poorer educational
opportunities because of where
their parents happen to pay
their taxes is preposterous.
America is supposed to be the
land of opportunity and equality. The Pledge of Allegiance
that American students all
learn in elementary school ends
with the sentence, "with liberty,
and justice for all." As a country
founded on equality and "justice
for all," we cannot let other
issues overshadow the issue of
educational inequity - the education of our children must be
one of our nation's top goals.
Where is American justice when
an innocent child is prevented
from educational success by
educational shortcomings?

'Balloon Boy' Yet Another
Example of Dangerous Trend
continued from page 3

that Michael biologically
fathered his children, the
requesting that they stop air- hunt then began for the
ing the reality series. He said potential sperm donors.
it was to protect his children.
Clearly no one listened to
Then again, he was fired from Paris at the memorial when
the show a few days earlier for she declared Michael "the best
running around with
It'
h
father you could
. nanny gir
. lfnen
. d
s a s ame
.
. ,,
ever
imagine.
h is
before his divorce
that adults
No,
Michael's
papers were even
don't realize
children
were
signed.
Thankfully,
that, eventualserved
up
as
the show seems to be
another dish on
ly, the balloon
over, and the kids will
the
Michael
finally lead normal
will burst and
Jackson
menu.
lives for the first time
those kids will Luckily, if Aunt
in a long time; but
crash back to
Janet and other
what does this mean
Earth.
family members
for the children in the
are to be believed,
long run?
the children are shielded from
That question applies to no all of the craziness. Yet, the
one else better than Michael innocence they possess now
Jackson's children. The death will soon be out of reach, leavof a parent, especially at a ing them with years worth of
young age , is difficult for any- tabloid treasure to sift
one; when Daddy happens to through, including the twisted
be one of the world's most story of their ambiguous
famous figures , it's probably roots.
The Balloon Boy incident
impossible . The days and
weeks following Jackson's will probably lie next to the
death were seemingly dedicat- Hudson River Plane Landing
ed to his children. During his in the 2009 yearbook of wacklife , Paris, Prince, and iness. And, depending on how
Blanket were secluded for it pans out, it really should be
their safety. After his death, examined as yet another case
they gained a public profile of child exploitation. This
comparable to their father 's. hoax is a troubling example of
The publicity only increased how far (or high) some will
when Paris, his daughter and take their children for those
second oldest child, spoke at precious 15 minutes of fame.
It's a shame that adults
the Staples Center memorial
to Jackson. But the tabloid don't realize that, eventually,
interest did not stop at who the balloon will burst and
they were. With the majority those kids will crash back to
of people refusing to believe Earth.

Vownes to Iartli
witIi
Jimmy Jones
John Downes-Angus '11

John Downes· Angus: The U.S. has seen
a recent improvement in our economy - the
stock market has gone up and, the CPI is at .6%
[As of Friday, 10/16/09). Has Trinity's endowment seen a correlated improvement?
Jimmy Jones: Yes, the facts are that in
July 2007 the endowment was over 440 million.
We had basically brought in 70 million since we
started working in July 2004. The markets
were very good to the college, ju.st like the mar
kets were very good to everybody. And we managed to bring in some historically high figures.
The low point was in October 2008, and the
endowment fell to around 280 million. That'.s
when we knew we had to take drastic, immediate action to p1-otect the college, because five
percent of 280 million and five percent of 440
million are radically different figures. It is true
that we have climbed about 60 million from the
low; and we are sitting around 340 million.
What we had to do was the same thing that
everybody I know has had to do, and that is we
have gotten off the 12 quarter rolling average,
because if you stay at the 12 quarter rolling
average while you're going up, it's self-protection. But if the market tanks (as happened to
the whole world, and this endowment) it has
catastrophic consequences, because it means
you are eating your principal. It's impossible to
have a sizeable endowmen
and to eat up its core - tha
can't happen because you'
using the principle to pay fo
your ordinary bills. It's th
same thing as pulling gian
chunks out of your retire
ment fund because you hav
to fix your water heater. Yo
may need to fix the wate
heater, but if you're doing i
at the expense of your retire
ment savings, you're
a gigantic risk
So people ask me all the
time - the market is behaving better, isn't that
good? It's good in a theoretical sense, but there
are some huge problems if you are as concerned
as I have to be about the long term stability of
this institution. There are huge problems in
thinking ''well the worst is over, now we'll go
back to spending as we.once did." One problem
is what's happening to unemployment - it's
already at 10 percent. If you add the real unem·
ployment figures, it's already at 15 percent.
Another problem that scares me more than the
unemployment problem is the commercial real
estate. Many believe that what happened to
the banking industry because of mortgages and
sub-primes is a tea party compared to what
may be out there on the commercial paper, with
banks and institutions holding trillions of dollars in notes on empty buildings. The banks are
dmwning in commercial paper.
I'm not i·eady to shout that the end has
occurred, and that's why we're being very cautious and prudent because we have to protect
the academic core with vastly less money. So
that's the task that's been before all of us, and
it's the task before every school and university
in the country iight now because of what's happened to the financial markets. Now, we were
more fortunate than most because our endowment is in the hands of one of the best people in
the country -Alice Handy - whose firm has
gotten the Rockefeller's money, Middlebury's
money; the Williamsburg foundation's and the
Carnegie foundation's money, among others.
And Alice kept our money really liquid, so we
didn't get into the "running out of cash" situation that a lot of schools (including some of the
wealthiest scllools) got in to because they were
illiquid. And Alice kept us liquid; thank God,
because we never got near close to running out
of cash.
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JDA: When an economic downturn like
this happens, people have a vast reassessment
of their priorities. Now, the endowment can no
longer function as a powerful signifier of a "good
college" because of what's happened to everybody. So when you go into a meeting and people talk about how bad the endowment is, what
do you say to them? What are our priorities
amidst this economic disaster?
JJ: I have veiy simplistic ways of thinking
about schools. I have very old-fashioned ways of
thinking about schools. For example, I think
being promoted to full professor is way more
important than being president or chairman of
the board. So I think that at these schools especially these little jewels of "liberal arts"
schools - that when push comes to shove, we
are very much like a little family. So when
something very painful happens to one of us, it
happens to the family. So what do families do
when times are really awful? You get everyone
together and you figure out what you've got to
do to get through it, and you rely on each other
in order to give each other strength to keep
going.
So look what happened here: Here I am,
cutting and cutting and cutting, and I take five
percent on top of everybody's operating budgets
and I pull all that money out on December 1st
- having no idea whether that was going to be
enough money to protect our families - to
make good on our promise that no student is
going to leave here because of the (economic]
carnage. Then what does the faculty do? They
have a scholarship drive and 54 percent of the
faculty participated. Then what does the staff
do? [Switchboard and Mather Operations
Coordinator] Debbie Cook - who's one of the
great figures at Trinity me and tells me that if
he faculty is going to do
his for the students, then
he staff is, too. Then
[Student
Government
ssociation
President]
drew Grubin calls me
d says that if the faculty
d staff are going to do
his, then the student gov·
rnment association is
· g to do their part too.
the next thing I know, he
goes and gets a vote, and
they move thousands of dollars (I have no
authority over the money at aID. And so there's
student government association moving money
into the emergency coffers! It's unbelieveable.
So when [Vice President for College
Advancement] Ron Joyce and I are trotting
around trying to raise money and talking about
what's happening at Trinity- sure I talk about
the senior class giving north of 90 percent for
four years in a row and parents contributing 2.8
million dollars last year (which is a phenomenal
amount of money, when you think that we've
got one of the highest tuitions.) But when I
think about how on top of the dedication that
the faculty and staff show every single one of
you, they turn around and give up money to
protect you...
Because what's happening out there is cer
tainly not your fault. But yet, you're all a victim
- a completely helpless victim - of the car
nage around our families. The way the school
has responded has just made me incredibly
proud to be the guy in the front office. Sure it's
horrible working ungodly hours trying to work
out the finances and getting the budget to bal·
ance. But you can get through the darkest
hours at night because you're sustained by
something bigger than you are. Well, you look
at what the faculty and the staff and now the
S.G.A has done, it's just the damndest thing in
the world to be me, when I talk about the fact
that you're going to stay here regardless of
what happens. Because we've got a moral commitment to you, and because you're the reason
the school exists.
JOA: So the quality of a school is measured
by its commitment to its student.s?
JJ: I think that, at the end of the day, that's
undoubtedly true-it's what happens to the
individual student that matters.
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Honduran Coup Forces Trinity Professor to Vacate Position
continued from page 1
in Honduras .
Until 2006 Euraque was
working on a book about the
history
of sexuality
in
Honduras, as well as a biography of a gay Honduran writer
who died in New York in 2003
in what Euraq.Ue considers
"cultural exile". These projects
were put aside when Euraque
became the Director of IHAH.
IHAH is an autonomous
agency of the Honduran state,
charged with conserving and
researching the cultural heritage of the country. The organization is also required to publicize and promote the country's
cultural patrimony nationally
and internationally, from
archaeology to its colonial and
post-colonial monuments.
Started in 1952, IHAH has
grown to have one central office
in Tegucigalpa, three regional
offices, and nine museums
under its management. The
IHAH also holds academic
agreements with numerous
institutions in the U.S. such as
Harvard, UPENN, and the
University
of
California Berkeley; the IHAH also enjoys
academic and professional relations with institutions in
Japan, France, Italy, Mexico,

Hondura
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Trinity Professor Dario Euraque was ousted from his positio n in Tegucigalpa, capitol city of Honduras, fo llowing a coup.

Costa Rica, and other coun·
tries in Latin America.
The IHAH has nearly 150
employees worldwide, and is
involved with other state
establishments
including
Ministries of Education,
Tourism,
Public
Works,
Interior, and the Ministry of
Culture.
As director of the IHAH,
Euraque was in charge of
overseeing the nine museums,
as well as supervising all of

the employees.
On July 13, 2009, the
newly instated Minster of
Culture Myrna Castro insisted
that Euraque allow the
Honduran army to keep its
reserve forces in the former
presidential palace, which also
serves as home to the national
archives. Euraque refused,
claiming that Castro had no
legal say over the matter.
"I challenged that," said
Euraque, "I told the reservists

they couldn't do what they
wanted to do. I knew that
sooner or later I would be dis·
missed."
On August 20, 2009, Castro
issued a dismissal letter to
Euraque, but was told she had
acted illegally since only the
IHAH Board of Directors had
that power. She then conspired
to hold a secret meeting of the
board on Sept. 1, and two days
later Euraque was officially
dismissed.

Since he was removed from
his position, more than 350
archaeologists and historians
from the United States,
Europe, and Latin America
have signed a petition urging
that Euraque be reinstated.
Thus far the petitions have had
little effect.
Euraque is hoping to be
reinstated until the spring
semester of 2010, when he
would return to Trinity; his
faith rests in the continuing
negotiations which plausibly
could return Zelaya to his pres·
idency and remove the coup
which has been "internationally denounced" , according to
The New York Times.
Presently, Zelaya is staying
at in the Brazilian Embassy in
Tegucigalpa, while Euraque is
giving speeches on Honduran
culture and identity at eight
colleges and universities. One
of these stops included a recent
appearance in Hartford where
he met with President James
F. Jones, Jr.
Euraque is also currently at
work on a book about the coup
and
cultural
policy
in
Honduras, tentatively entitled
Lempira Executed once More:
Culture, National Identity,
Tourism and the Ancient Maya
in Modern Honduras.

Drug Arrests Made Close to Campus Cleo Party Title Brings·
About Harsh Backlash
KELSEY KATS '13
NEWS CONTRIBUTER

Detectives
from
the
Hartford Police Department
(HPD) acquired information
that narcotics were being sold
from the first, second, and
third floors of 104-106 Ward
Street and that the alleged
drug dealers were in possession of firearms on Tuesday
Oct. 6.
According to HPD's press
release on Oct. 9 roughly
around 6 a .m. detectives from
the HPD's Vice and Narcotics
Division with assistance from
other departmental units ,
carried out three Search and
Seizure warrants on Ward
Street.
The Ward Street apartments are approximately two
blocks from campus .
The investigation yielded
the seizure of a fully loaded
. 38 caliber revolver, 10 grams
of raw heroin, 90 bags of heroin, $883.00, and other drug
paraphernalia and packaging
material.
Three men were arrested
at the scene . Celestino
Gonzalez, 45, was charged
with Operating a Drug
Factory, Possession with
Intent to Sell Narcotics , and
Possession of Narcotics . A
$75 ,000 bond was ordered.
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Melody Caeves, 22, was
charged with Possession of
Narcotics . Jadira Vazquez,
27 , was charged with four
Counts of Risk of Injury to a
Minor, and Unsafe Storage of
a Firearm. A $400,000 bond
was ordered.
In an unrelated event in
East Hartford, a sex act led
two undercover officers to a
drug arrest . Two officers
seized heroin and arrested a
man after witnessing him
engaging in oral sex with a
woman in a Mercedes Benz in
the deserted parking lot of
the Sheraton Hotel around
10:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
Oct. 7.
The two officers were managing surveillance of the lot
after receiving information
about illegal drug sales and
prostitution that take place in
that location.

When officers approached
the vehicle in question,
Tillman alldegedly attempted
to hide something in his pockets.
The woman who police
identified as "a self-admitted
prostitute communicated to
officers that the man, identified as Willie Tillman, 49, of
Bissell St had large amounts
of crack cocaine on him earlier that day.
Police found 0.4 grams of
heroin in his pocket, although
did not find anything but
residue of
crack cocaine.
Tillman was charged with
Possession
of
Narcotics,
Possession with Intent to
Sell,
Tampering
with
Evidence, among other violations he later committed following his arrest.
A $75,000 bond was
ordered. Tillman is expected
to appear at Supeior Court in
Manchester on Thursday Oct .
22.
The HPD recently published their bi-annual report.
Regarding
drug-related
offenses ,
the
Vice
and
Narcotics Division noted they
have seized five kilos of
cocaine, 5,500 bags of heroin,
7.2 pure ounces of heroin, and
more than 94 pounds of mari ·
juana between January and
July of this year.
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continued from page 1
and Hos" parties in the past,
but Hilson does admit that the
traditional past is not proper
justification. "Often, tradition
is not always right ... derogato·
ry men/women-themed parties
are wrong, we understand
that," Hilson explained.
After Cleo was informed
their party was deemed offensive, members met with various members of the adminis·
tration including Dean of
Students, Frederick Alford and
College Chaplain, Allison
Read.
"We have been engaging in
Campus Climate meetings and
becoming aware of the lack of
consideration involved in the
incident," Hilson remarked. He
was also quick to thank mem hers of the administration who
have "gone out on a ledge" for
Cleo.
Read documented her meetings with the Cleo society, as
she noted, "I had some great
conversation with the mem·
hers of Cleo the weekend of the
scheduled party. Since then,
members of Cleo have taken a
leadership role with the
Council on Campus Climate.
In particular, members of Cleo

are participating in an effort to
discover new and creative
ways that all of the culture
shaping organizations and
houses on campus might help
further the goals of campus climate."
Read saw the incident as a
chance to begin a dialogue with
students and expand student
involvement
in
Campus
Climate. "A few students,
including student representatives to Campus Climate,
members of the SGA, members
of Greek-letter organizations,
as well as leadership from the
Vernon-Allen initiative are
coming to the table now, and
we're looking to expand the cir·
cle and make more and more
connections across campus,"
she remarked.
Hilson also noted that the
dialogue started between Cleo
and Campus Climate is "far
above Cleo." Wishing to the
express that consequences for
Cleo's actions and decisions
directly reflect consequences
for Trinity, Hilson noted, "these
consequences affect us all."
Although it is online in the
abstract stages, Cleo is currently preparing an official
statement of apology to the
College.
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Despite Economy, Trinity Donors Set Records
continued from page 1

recognition for the third year in a row
from the Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education (CASE),
rece1vmg a CASE·WealthEngine
Award for Educational Fundraising.
Trinity is also among eight colleges
to be given the national award for
Overall Fundraising Performance in
the category of Private Liberal Arts
Institutions.
Charity Navigator, America's
largest independent evaluator of non·
profit organizations, also recognized
Trinity. Charity Navigator awarded
Trinity its top rating of four stars for
"outperforming most of its peers in its
efforts to manage and grow its
finances in the most fiscally responsi ·
ble way possible."
Two campaigns, the Cornerstone
Campaign for Trinity and the Legacy
Campaign, played a major role in con·
ributions to Trinity.
The Cornerstone Campaign is a
$350 million all-inclusive fundraising
effort that incorporates The Trinity
Fund, special projects, gifts to endow·
ment, and campus improvements. The
Legacy Campaign identifies those
including Trinity in their estate
plans, and has a goal of amassing $50
million.
These two groups started a six·
year program to gather $400 million;
after completing the third year of
fundraising they have seen a collec·
tion of $204.5 million. Since the pro·
gram began on July 1, 2006, $35.2
million has been documented in the

1 7' 465 Dollars
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2009 Senior C lass Gift Committee Chairs presenting their gift to President Jones at Commencement

Legacy Campaign and $169.3 million
has been given to the Cornerstone
Campaign.
Vice
President
for
College
Advancement Ronald Joyce feels that
overall the fundraising efforts around
Trinity are worthy of praise.
"Despite a dreadful year for phi·
lanthropy across the country last
year, Trinity's alumni, parents and
friends stepped up in remarkable
ways," said Joyce.
"Never has the college seen more
generosity to the Trinity College Fund
and the Parents' Fund. There is an
intensity about helping Trinity, espe·
cially Trinity students, that I have not
witnessed before in 36 years of

Intercollegiate
Update

Advancement work. It is really quite
extraordinary, and frankly, inspiring
to those of us who work in this
endeavor," he said.
In a press release issued to the
College, President James F. Jones, Jr.
lamented the increase in alumni
donations. "Trinity's loyal alumni,
parents, and friends never cease to
amaze me, "At a time when charita·
ble giving is down across America, we
are touched by our donors' remarkable
support. Their philanthropy will have
a dramatic, positive impact on the
Trinity experience of our more than
2,200 undergraduates and we are
grateful beyond measure," Jones
noted.

News In Brief--Colorado Boy Allegedly Flies

Kidnapping Suspect Kills Self

University of Connecticut

Rhode Island University

UConn football player Jasper
Howard, 20, was fatally stabbed outside of the Student Union at 12:33
a.m. on Sunday, Oct. 18. Howard was
assaulted after a fight broke out at a
school-sponosered dance and died in
St. Francis Hospital in Hartford. The
motives for the stabbing are unknown
and the murderer remains at large.

The Rhode Island Board of
Governors for Higher Education
increased tuition and fees by 9.9 percent at the state's three public institutions, along with a five percent
increase in room and board. Recently,
the National Center for Public Policy
gave Rhode Island an "F" for college
affordability.

Quinnipiac University

Slippery Rock University

Man Questioned in Stabbing

Scientist Charged with Spying

Grace Levine, the undergraduate
intemship coordinator at Quinnipiac,
was recently contacted by TMZ website regarding the David Letterman
sex scandal. Levine expressed her concern for her students interning at the
Letterman show, noting she would
now "oversee more carefully" their
internship program.

Benjamin Swantner, 20, a sophomore at Slippery Rock University
died at 3:30 a.m. Monday at Grove
City Medical Center. Although not
confirmed, medical experts believe
Swantner died of bacterial meningitis,
as he exhibited all the signs of the
diesease. His roommates have been
treated with preventative antibiotics.

Police have questioned, yet not arrest·
ed, a man from Bloomfield in connection to
the stabbing death of UConn student,
Jasper Howard, 20. Howard was fatally
stabbed following an altercation outside of
the Student Union early Sunday morning.
Deron Freeman, the man in question's
attorney, refuses to release his client's
name but does say police have reason to
believe his client was involved.

American Scientist, Steward David
Nozette, 52, of Chevy Chase, MD was
arrested Monday Oct. 19 on charges of
attempting to pass classified information
to a foreign country. Nozette allegedly
approached an undercover FBI agent,
whom he believed was an Israeli intelli·
gent officer, claiming he could give the offi·
cer classified satellite data. Nozette will
appear in federal court on Tuesday.

SUNY Geneseo

Quinnipiac University

The father of recently deceased
SUNY Geneseo student, Arman
Partamian, has filed a $2.5 million
lawsuit against the fraternity brothers
of his son. The suit alledges that the
hazing his son endured was dangerous
and unlawful, directly relating to his
son's death. According to the police
report, Partamian died of acute alcohol poisoning.

Two Quinipiac University sophomores were arrested early Saturday
morning. Christopher Thompson
was arrested on possession of marijuana, possession with intent to sell, and
posession of drug paraphernalia after
campus officers found 21 grams of
marijuana. David Bowen was arrested
on breach of peace charges after officers entered their dormitory.

On Thursday afternoon, thousands of
Americans watched as major news net·
works and police followed a homemade
air balloon craft. The craft, reportedly
carrying six·year-old Falcon Heene, was ·
untethered and in the air for almost two ·
hours before landing. In actuality, ·
Heene's family orchestrated the entire
event and Falcon was safe at home. The
family is expected to face multiple
charges.

A suspect in a shooting and kidnap·
ping in Westbrook, reportedly shot him·
self to death early Sunday morning,
after being approached by a state troop·
er. The suspect, whose name was not
released pending notification of next of
kin, was being actively pursued by
Hartford police since last week. The
suspect was charged with kidnapping
his ex-girlfriend and shooting her current boyfriend.

Psychologist Breaks Client Trust

DNA Frees Man After 20 Years

Reuben Spitz, a psychologist from
North Stonington, CT, had his license to
practice temporarily revoked after being
accused of breaching doctor/patient confi·
dentiality. Spitz is accused of using infor
mation he learned during sessions with
client, Rick Blinderman, to start an affair
with Blinderman's wife. Spitz is awating
disciplinary action from the state
Department of Public Health.

Kenneth Ireland, 40, of Wallington,
Conn. was released from prison two
months ago after DNA evidence proved his
innocence in a murder case 20 years ago.
Ireland recently broke his silence in his
first interview after being released.
Ireland was awarded $5 million as conso·
lation from the General Assembly. He is
the third man in three years to be released
from prison because of DNA tests.
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Conn. Colleges Receive Funds for Sexual Awareness Programs
ALLISON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

After receiving a $500,000 threeyear
Federal
grant,
Southern
Connecticut State University (SCSU)
will jumpstart a new organization to
prevent sexual violence against
women, teaming up with eight other
Connecticut colleges and universities,
five public and four private.
The Connecticut Campus Coalition
to End Violence Against Women
(CCCEV) will allow Connecticut
schools to share information regarding
sexual assault on campus and raise
awareness regarding prevention programs.
The coalition will include Central
Connecticut State University, Western
Connecticut State University, Eastern
Connecticut
State
University,
University of Connecticut, Quinnipiac
University, University of Bridgeport,
University of Hartford, and Trinity
College.
The Connecticut Sexual Assault
Crisis
Services,
Inc.
and the
Connecticut Police Academy's Police
Officers' Standards and Training Post
Council are also involved in the program.
According to its Web site, the
Connecticut Sexual Assault Crisis
Services is "a statewide coalition of
individual sexual assault crisis pro·
grams with a mission to end sexual vio·
lence and ensure high quality, comprehensive, and culturally competent sexual assault victim services."
Likewise, the Connecticut Police
Academy's ai'.id POST Council is a

group that aims to "enhance the proThe CCCEV has four main goals for
fessionalism of Connecticut Law the upcoming year. These goals include
Enforcement agencies through volun· "enhancing and developing responses",
tary compliance with contemporary, "implementing education awareness
internationally recognized standards programs", "strengthening effective
of excellence."
investigations", and "strengthening the
The CCCEV hopes to have a posi- response of campus judicial boards,"
tive impact on statistics from the according to an External Memorandum
National Center for Victims of Crime issued in support of the CCCEV.
which state that 32 percent of students
Therefore, SCSU Vice President for
report dating violence
Student and University
by a previous partner
Affairs Dr. Ronald D.
"The grant will help
Herron is excited about the
and 21 percent report
strengthen Trinity's repviolence by a current
grant and is anxious to
partner, and more sonse to victims of sexual begin
utilizing
new
than 13 percent of and domestic violence on resources.
college women had
"These are crimes;
many levels."
been stalked during
they're not adolescent
the given school year
behaviors," Herron said.
and four out of five
Laura Lockwood "Tragically, violence against
are acquainted with
women
poses
serious
Director of the Women & threats to the health and
their stalker.
According to a
Gender Resource Action safety of college and univer
report released by the
Center sity communities across the
CCCEV, The Center
nation."
for Disease Control
Trinity's Women &
has reported that in Spring 2008, 20 to Gender Resource Action Center will
25 percent of women in college have receive $40,000 over the next three years
been victims of rape or attempted rape in order to assist the Sexual Assault
on campus.
Response Teams (SARTs) on the nine
Despite these statistics, less than campuses.
five percent of rapes are reported to
Trinity College and the CCCEV is
police annually, according to a Dateline also partnering with the Connecticut
NBC expose in 2008. This number Sexual Assualt Crisis Services, Inc.
increases rapidly when referencing (CONNSACS). CONNSACS is a
rapes on college campuses.
"statewide associaton of individual sexuOnly one in 100 rapes on campus is al assault crisis programs working to end
prosecuted, according to Secufity on sexual violence through victim advocacy
Campus, Inc. Likewise, 90 percent of and assistance, community education,
college rape .victims are attacked. by and public advocacy," according to the
people they know and are thus less Memorandum.
likeiy
to report the crime to police.
CONNSACS plans on developing
I

PRESIDENT'S FELLOWS
ANNOUNCED FOR 20092010 ACADEMIC YEAR
EUZABEIHANDERSON'10
NEWS WRITER

The Society of President's Fellows was founded in 1974 with the intention ofrecognizing students who achieve highly in their majors. They were all nominated by
their departments and will meet four times during the year with President Jones
and other faculty members

American Studies: Grace C. Green

Mary Beth Chapdelaine (Studio Arts)

Anthropology: Kathryn 0. Lazares

History: Catherine D. McNally

Biology: Gina V. Filloramo

Language and Culture Studies:
Jeffrey R. Maxwell

Biochemistry: Zephyr Dworsky
International Studies: James R. Gale
Chemistry: John Love
Mathematics: Anldt Saraf
Classics: Brian W. Cheney

Robert D. Desimone
(Interdisciplinary Computing)

So far this semester the SGA has ...

... secured improvements to Ferris Athletics
Facilities, adding an entirely new weight room
and nearly doubling workout equipment.
There are new treadmills, ellipticals, stairmasters, dumbbells and benches,
along with other additions and improvements. Students may look for signs in
Ferris directing them to the new equipment locations.

... gotten the new intramurals program up and
running with dozens of teams playing soccer,
football, and Ultimate Frisbee and others participating in activities such as Zumba and yoga.
Trincoll.DoSportsEasy.com has been launched providing intramural information and organizing assistance to students.

Philosophy: Osman A. Nemli
Physics: Adam (Doug) Loudon

Clubs requesting funding have been utilizing TrinitySGA.com in order to access
and submit the new all-electronic forms.

Neuroscience: Michael W. Pierce

Economics: Jamie C. Merolla
Political Science: Joseph R. Malarney
Educational Studies: Jasmin E.
Agosto

Psychology: Christine T. Moody

Engineering: Adam A Wright

Public Policy and Law: Hal S. Ebbott

English: Margot A. Gianis

Religion: Alexander D. Salvato

Environmental Science: Elisabeth
N. Cianciola

Sociology: Sheila D. Colehlan
Theater and Dance: Jamie Wilkinson

Fine Arts: Eliot E.K. Fearey (Art
History)

The Gavel: SGA This Week

... approved many new clubs this semester
such as the Chess Club, Italian Club, Physicians
for Human Rights, Quest Scholars, and the M.D.
Fox Mentoring Program.

Music: Alli Millstein
Computer Science: Vinit Agrawa
(Computer Science)

training evaluations and reccommendations, assessing the CCCEV school's
Sexual Assault Response Teams, create a
"Campus Report Card," and develop a
web-based resource center, also according
to the Memorandum.
The CCCEV programs overall have
numerous initiatives that are being
planned, including a training conference,
followed by a series of three Webinars,
which will focus on the best practices
involving law enforcement, campus judicial processes, prevention and response
programs.
Judicial officers and campus law
enforcers will receive additional training, and a survey will be conducted on
the current practices at each institu·
tion involved.
There will also be the creation of a
coalition Web site that would include
resources and curricularrelated to the
prevention of violence against women.
Furthermore there are plans to
develop and implement anti-violence
and awareness programs for first year students.
Director of the Women & Gender
Resource Action
Center Laura
Lockwood has high hopes for the program overall.
"We are very excited that CCCEV
received this grant," said Lockwood.
"The purpose, goals and objectives of
the grant will help strengthen
Trinity's response to victims of sexual
and domestic violence on many levels,
as well as work in coalition with the
other Conn. colleges and CONNSACS
to share best practices, and help those
campuses who are just in the begin·
ning stages of developing SARTs."

... provided each dorm room in Jarvis and
High Rise with recycling bins and allocated $to
thousand budgets for each of the Vernon-Allen
houses.
... earmarked Thursday, Oct. 29 as "Lunch with
Your Senator" during Common Hour in Mather.
Senators from each class will be available for discussions and suggestions from students.

HUMOUR
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"Yeah, I'm wearing fucking croakies!"
Why wouldn't I be? Do you realize how appropriate and practical they are? Picture this: I'm walking to class when all of a
sudden a huge wind gust comes out of nowhere! Without these straps 1*Y Ray Bans would be on the ground and I'd be crawling around on my hands and knees like your pathetic middleclass ass. I bet you've never been sailing. If you're wearing
sunglasses without croakies you just look like Ray Charles,
except poor. Seriously, do you even know what ACK stands
for?
You better believe I'm in a fucking frat, but if I'm not, don't
bring up that time I rushed the Hall or I'll tell everyone you' re
on financial aid. Anyway, let me give you a little lesson in good
taste: subtlety is everything. Like when you're walking behind
me and you see "Vineyard Vines" around my collar, you
already know it's not a good idea to fuck with me. I'm the man
on this campus and my sunglasses are gonna dangle from my
neck until you realize it.
So keep staring, don't think I don't notice. When I'm cruising down the Long Walk, notebook in hand (no way am I wearing a backpack), you better believe people get out of my
way. Chances are I'm headed to an interview with the next big Manhattan boutique, but
even if I'm just out to pick up a little coke for tonight, one thing's for sure: whatever I'm
doing is twice as important as you and your cargo shorts.

~---

Top 10

Excuses for Not
Handing in a Paper at
Trinity

Nothing is more American than croakies. When my ancestors were killing Indians and
writing the Constitution, do you think they had time to worry about their sunglasses
falling. 9££? Hell no, "th!:Y. !t?~ _,bigger ~~,sh t~>, fry. '[hi.s f p)l?trY was fo~ded by people .who 10 . I SQilled cocaine on my
knew what they were doing, not a bunch of Subaru-driving atheists who've never heard · keyboarCi and it broke. Sorry.
of the Hampton Jitney. Seriously, if you have to ask why I'm wearing these, chances are
you're not in the right tax bracket anyway. So just run along, see if there are any good 9. "Gossip Girl" was on last
night. Sorry.
deals at Hollister, and let me know when you realize the America's Cup isn't sold at 7-11.
8. I had the swine, and could,
n't do any work Sorry.
J

7. I just found out that my
Officer Jones. 2:36 a.m. Vernon Street. Driving Campus Safety
Vehicle. I was driving between the Bistro and High Rise, when all
of a sudden, I felt a loud thud on the side of my car. To my aston ishment, I saw what seemed to be a white male, 170 pounds,
about 6'1" on the passengers side of the car. He was clutching his
groin and was only wearing a floral bikini top. He motioned for me
to put down my window. I proceeded with caution, only cracking
it enough to hear him scream, "Hey, FAT ASS! Why don't you try
to arrest this!" At that time, he fully exposed his genitals to me,
and, in a slow pelvic-thrusting motion, simulated what could be
described as a motion in the ocean. Maybe it was my extensive
training, or maybe an animal instinct that was conjured up
through years of evolution, but I immediately un-holstered my
taser gun and shot him in the right nipple. He went down hard. I
officially TCERTed the gentleman at 2:40 and called for backup.
His name has been disclosed to the community as "Thomas
Weir."

Officer Ryan. 4:12 a.m. Vernon Street. Driving Campus Safety
Vehicle. I was driving my regular loop down Vernon Street, when
all of the sudden I was approached by a woman in high heels, a
short black skirt, with blond hair, about 6'1," 170 pounds. At that
time, I put my window down to speak with her. Instead, she pulled
up her skirt, and exposed what was clearly a male reproductive
system. A short foot chase ended in my falling down. Suspect
remains on the loose. This case was soon solved once I spoke
with Officer Jones. Thomas Weir was found in his room that night,
wearing a blond wig.

girlfriend has a girlfriend.
Sorry.

6. There was a shorty fire burn,
ing on the dance floor. Sorry.

5. I seriously do have morn,
ing sickness. That's why I
barfed in Mather. Sorry.

4. I just decided to sing_my
responses in traditional Urdu
while smoking peyote and
waxing my legs. I also live in
the Fred, so this should be
accepted as academic genius.
Sorry.

3. My dog ate the paper. Then
he was shot 10 times in a
drive, by on Vernon. Sorry.

2. My roommate bought a
n ew st rain of California weed
that put me out of my head.
Sorry.

1. I didn't realize that I had to
actually do the work. Isn't this
still Trinity College? Sorry.

FEATURES
No Movement Needed: Staying on Campus for Trinity Days
WEI WEI XIE '11
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Although most people
dread spending Trinity Days
at Trinity, it is actually not
that bad. I am saying this
from the perspective of some·
one that has just experienced
her third consecutive year of
Trinity Days on campus.
While the majority of the student body flees the campus,
leaving the otherwise ram·
bunctious social scene largely
deserted, I retreat into my
room on one side of the
Concrete Jungle and chill.
One of the major reasons I
choose to stay put is that for
an international student, the
dormitory is deemed as the
only place nearby that can be
even remotely associated with
the concept of home. The short
duration of the break does not
allow me to do any serious
traveling, like going back

home to Shanghai. A one-day
trip to New York City or
Boston is sufficient.
Another reason to stay at
Trinity is that I get to see the
campus in a different light.
Without the hustle and bustle
of classes that make every cor·
ner of the campus tense with
looming deadlines, the whole
campus seems to have taken a
sigh of relief, appearing
relaxed and happy.
With the majority of the
student body gone, I can make
the most out of the facilities on
campus. The sense of being
part of the Trinity community
is heightened by the fact that
everything is more readily
accessible. Du ring Trinity
Days, there is no more disap ·
pointment when I discover
that my favorite spot for
studying and/or meditating in
the library is taken by someone else. Nor will I be told that
the movie on reserve you are

excited about watching has
just been checked out by someone else. Even if I go to work
out during rush hour, the gym
is welcomingly empty.
At 12 p.m., I can leisurely
walk into Mather without the
fear of seeing impossibly long
lines forming in front of the
entree bar. During Trinity
Days, most professors still
hold office hours, so I can eas ily set up an appointment to
talk about advancing my academic career. Trinity Days
allows me to stop by various
offices located at remote corners of the campus. I can take
a pleasant walk down Vernon
Street to hand in my long
overdue study abroad application
at
the
Office
of
International Programs, or
pay a visit to the Student
Accounts Office in Trinity
Commons to pay off whatever
I might have owed the school
for a while. Or you can simply

lie on the quadrangle with my
close friends who also happen
to be around, bathing in the
abundant
sunshine
and
admiring the serene beauty of
the Long Walk.
This past Trinity Days,
with the newly opened iHouse
that hosted a number of activities targeting whoever got
stuck here, there was one
more good reason to stay.
Social Chair of the iHouse,
Khurty Ramudu '12, and other
members of the house collectively came up with the idea of
movie night and game night.
On Friday night, some 15 people snuggled onto the comfy
couches and watched the
movie "Snatch" on the enormous flat-screen T.V.. While
detangling the plot of the brilliant movie, everyone enjoyed
popcorn and good company.
Saturday night was game
night, where a variety of
games were offered, including

Monopoly and Cranium, as
well as Rock Band. It was a
night of intellectual challenge
as well as sober entertainment, the type of fun that differs from the typical Trinity
weekend activities. During the
day, the house was also open
to anyone seeking an alterna tive to studying in the library
or simply wishing to stop by
and hang out.
So next semester, if for any
unforeseeable reason you get
stuck on campus for Trinity
Days, do not despair. There
are still things you can do even if they are things you
would not do normally. After
all, what is a better way of
making the most of a Trinity
education than being at
Trinity? And when the short
break is over, which happens
in the blink of an eye, you can
proudly claim that your
Trinity Days has been not only
relaxing, but also productive.

Jan Cohn Lecture Proves Policing Lecture Questions Rights
Stimulating, Intriguing
NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10
FEATURES EDITOR

continued from page 1
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ous works about "literary transcendentalism" and is the
recipient of a wide range of
awards in his field of study and
within the literary world.
Dr. Louis P. Masur, the
William
R.
Kenan,
Jr.
Professor
in
American
Institutions and Values said,
"The annual Jan Cohn lecture
in American Studies is one of
my favorite events, not only
because it brings a distinguished scholar to campus for
a public lecture, but also
because afterwards a small
group of faculty and students
have dinner together and continue the discussion," he said.
"I was delighted that several
seniors sat at the table with
Professor Buell and had a
chance to talk to him about
their senior theses and proj·
ects. And he seemed especially
pleased to have the opportunity to hear what students had to
say."
While at Trinity, Buell
spoke for a little over an hour
to a captive audience. He discussed various topics during
his talk, including how debate
among intellectual topics
relates to education and to the
academic world, and offered
numerous insights.
"Euell's lecture was a wideranging engagement with the
idea of the public intellectual
in America. While he provided
an overview, he focused on the
making and meaning of public
intellectuals in the lyceum era
of the 19th century," said
Masur. "He is a classic lumper,
not a splitter - he sees forests,
not trees. Th at can be frustrating for t hose who want to make
distinctions, but it is very helpful for thinking about the big

picture."
After Buell spoke, audience
members presented him with a
myriad of questions and
thoughts about his lecture and
his ideas. At the danger of running too long, the lively conversation was cut off.
"The discussion that followed ranged widely," said
Masur. "One student, Alyssa
Simpson ['10), pressed him on
the issue of thought versus
action and another, Lily
Haskins ['10), raised the question of being a public intellec·
tual in the age of the internet
where everyone seems to have
the ability to offer an opinion.
[Dr.
Eugene
E.
Leach,
Professor of History and
American Studies and Director
of Graduate Programs in
History] and [Dr. Joan De
Hedrick, the Charles A. Dana
Professor of History] both
brought up Jane Addams and
the conversation touched on
issues of gender and intellectual life as well as race when
Buell mentioned a controversy
at Harvard and was pushed by
[Dr. Davarian L. Baldwin, the
Paul E. Raether Distinguished
Professor of American Studies]
about the difference between
high and low culture. I think
we all came away thinking
hard about what it means to be
engaged."
Following the lecture and
the series of questions afterward, the American Studies
Department hosted a dinner
for a number of professors, students, and Buell in the Alumni
Lounge in Math er.
Euell's appearance as the
speaker at the Jan Cohn lecture this year was a feat for
Trinity, and helped to continue
t h e impressive tradition of the
lecture.

If France is known for its
wine and Italy for its art, then
surely the United States can
most easily boast our vibrant
democracy.
Our
First
Amendment rights to freedom of
speech, association, and assembly are also valued, which is why
it may be confusing when images
of political protests include
angry police officers equipped
with tear gas and batons. On
Thursday, Oct. 8, this issue was
addressed by University of Notre
Dame Peace Studies, Political
Science, and Sociology Professor
Christian Davenport, during his
lecture
entitled
"Protest,
Policing, and Participation 1960 and Beyond."
While the rights mentioned
above do exist, they are not nee·
essarily absolute. Repression is
legal when it is done to counter
threats to public order, lives or
property. Obviously, the problem
with this loophole resides in its
subjectivity. The "principle of
proportionality"
generally
applies, based on the idea that
the government should establish
and protect order by using coer
cion. Too little or too much coer
cion is ineffective, so how do we
find a balance?
Between 1960 and 1990, a
balance has been tested with the
"metaphorical iron fist, velvet
glove, and even hand." In a New
York Times study, 15,000 protest
events between 1960 and 1997
were examined along with their
characteristics. The locale, time,
actors, and actions were taken
into account, as were the police
presence and measure of arrests.
In 42 percent of the protests,
police never showed up, usually
because the organizers of these
protests got their demonstration
approved ahead of time.
Some methods used to control the protesters included beat-

ings, tear gas, riding horses into
crowds, and penning, a fence set
up by police for protesters to sift
through. As one can imagine,
being
"penned"
somewhat
defeats the purpose of protesting,
especially when anyone who
knocks over the fence will be
immediately arrested.
Professor Davenport showed ·
graphs of protest events over
time, that showed a lower frequency of rallies after the
Vietnam War ended, and another graph indicated that the most
aggressive policing took place in
the turbulent decade of the
1960s. Not surprisingly, more
aggressive policing took place
where there was more property
damage and counterprotesters.
Another graph showed that
police were consistently more
present at protest events organized by African-Americans, more
force was used, and more arrests
were made until the 1980s.
Recently, the number and frequency of protests have declined.
One reason for this might be that
over the last 30 years, the range
of available
crowd-control
weapons and companies supplying them has
massively
increased. For example, the
ARWEN 37 anti-riot multi-shot

gun can shoot tear gas in differ
ent directions, and more shock
batons, stun guns, invisible irritant sprayers, riot shields, and
rubber bullets have been developed.
As for other factors for the
decline in protests, the answers
are unclear. Obviously without
the ·draft and with mti civil
rights, the reasons to protest
have gone down since the 1960s.
However, after September 11
and the implementation of the
Patriot Act, much of the public
has clearly felt dissatisfied with
the War on Terror and other government policies.
Because
Americans no longer feel so
immediately threatened by the
prospect of a terrorist attack,
does this mean we can get our
rights
to
privacy
back?
Apparently this is not a major
concern of the population, but
should it be? It is difficult to tell
whether the lack of protests indicates a content country, an apathetic country, or a misinformed
country. Whatever the reason, it
seems that a general detachment
from what is going on in
Washington has permeated our
generation - the one most likely
to protest - and only time will
tell if this trend will persist.

Ways to Avoid the Swine Flu
5. Wear rubber gloves everywhere.
4. Sport a stylish face mask.
3. Keep 10 feet away from all people.
2. Wash your hands every 10 minutes.
1. Avoid pigs.
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Horodowich's Lecture Ventures Into New World Explorations
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ '10
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Despite
the
blustery
weather, there was a large
audience on Wednesday, Oct.
7, for the year's first guest
speaker sponsored by the
Cesare Barbieri Endowment
for Italian Culture. Associate
Professor of History at New
Mexico
State
University
Elizabeth Horodowich visited
Trinity to give a lecture entitled "Armchair Travelers and
the Venetian Discovery of the
New World," focusing on the
attitudes of citizens of the
northern Italian city regard·
ing the exploration of the
Americas by their fellow
Europeans.
Horodowich argued that
Venetians were jealous of the
discoveries made by the
Portuguese, Spanish, and oth·
ers in the New World. She
said that they reflected this
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sentiment in various texts and
maps that were printed at
that time.
Before presenting her line
of reasoning, Horodowich
began citing the inspiration
for her talk. She noted that
the work of many historians is
autobiographical in nature,
and thus discussed the seven
years she was abroad in
Venice. She specifically men·
tioned the time she spent
along the Lido during the
summers.
She recounted that she
often found that she had noth·
ing to converse about with the
citizens who inhabited the
beach huts there, but found "a
common denominator with
America - they thought they
knew a lot about the United
States
and
Americans,"
Horodowich said.
Not particularly patriotic,
she still found herself regular·
ly defending her home coun·

try, and thus found herself
wondering, "What did people
in the 16th century think
about America?"
Venice, at that time, had
been the print capital of the
world and as Horodowich
called it, the "central pipeline
of information," publishing
more than 17,000 volumes.
Because
of
this,
Horodowich made the case
that the Venetians especially
felt the sting of not being a
part of the explorations of the
Americas that were occurring
during that period in time,
even going so far as to say that
they "felt an anxiety in that
they had no hand in the dis·
. "
coveries.
According to Horodowich, a
group of writers and cartogra·
phers who had never set foot
in the New World banded
together in order to back the
importance of their city. She
referenced various books and

multiple images as evidence.
One map, compiled by cartog·
rapher Giacomo Gastaldi, for
instance, completely disre·
garded the latest Spanish dis·
coveries in the Americas by
simply not picturing them.
Horodowich insisted that this
was a "purposeful slight" that
reflected the "urge to express
Venetian supremacy," a "visu·
al program," no less, which
had the goal of shifting minds
back to the Mediterranean
and Venice in particular.
Horodowich also quoted
popular 15th century writer
Giovanni Battista Ramusio in
order to suggest that the
Venetians' feeling of being
"left out" was actually an
obsession and deep-seated
insecurity due to their "bitter
consciousness" that they had
no role to play in the explo·
ration of the New World. Her
final set of examples involved
depictions of peoples indige·

Palms Weren't Only on
the Trees This Year

Hi, My Name is
BLEHHHH

In Desperate
Search of Heat

Just because a certain
party is named after warm
weather found in southern
regions doesn't mean you
should feel free to go south
of the border in public. AT
had the unfortunate displeasure of spotting one
guy upskirt and knuckledeep on his beach babe. · "

In case you needed another
excuse to lose your clothes,
AT found a legitimate one.
While out and about, AT
noticed a girl running down
the street, flinging her clothes
off. The reason? A stranger
projectile vomited directly on
her. Hopefully she was runnin.g to the closest shower.

With the first weekend of
truly fall-like weather underway, partygoers were not adequately prepared for the frostbitten air. AT saw two girls
sprinting in stiletto heels
down Vernon Street, screaming and chasing the shuttle.
Hope the blisters on their feet
· were worth the run.

nous to the New World in
Venetian books - the citizens
of Venice "saw images of them·
selves in images from the
Americas."
Ultimately, while the talk
was very interesting and
informative, it may have been
a bit much. It seemed a bit
like it was a rather one·sided
argument and that certain
facts may have been left out.
One thing Horodowich did
not touch on was other poten·
tial
reasons
why
the
Venetians exhibited said
alleged prejudice towards the
discoveries of their fellow
Europeans.
Despite her clear presenta·
tion of ideas, her view seemed
a
little
exaggerated.
Nevertheless, it was
a
thought-provoking lecture,
and Horodowich's obvious pas·
sion for the subject did not
leave much room for harsh
criticism.

AT can't always catch
you and your friends at
your most devious, and,
mare importantly, embarrassing, moments, so
share a naughty tale! E
mail us at tripod@trincoU.edu.

THE ONLY THING GROWING FASTER THAN OUR
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IS OUR REPUTATION.
Biomedical Sciences
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Computer Information Systems
Education - Elementary
Education - Secondary
Educational Leadership
Interactive Communications
Journalism
Law
MBA-CF A' Track (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management)
MBA/SCM (Supply Chain Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in business and law)
Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists' Assistant
Physician Assistant
Public Relations
Radiologist Assistant

Graduate Online Programs
Interactive Communications
MBA
Occupational Therapy (post-professional)
Organizational Leadership

.

•
Graduate Programs: graduate@quinnipiac.edu
Graduate Online Programs: quonlineadmissions@quinnipiac.edu
Law School: ladm@quionipiac.edu

Learn more: www.quinnipiac.edu/gradstudies

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSIT
1-800-462-1944 I Hamden, Connecticut
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What's New in Cinema: Drama, Biopics, Childhood Memories

Jonze's Vision of Wild Things Meshes with Audience Expectations, Offers Intriguing Take on Children's Story
THEADORA CURTIS '10

worlds as he is for a real re la tionship with his sister, Claire
(Pepita Emmerichs), and mothIf you're like most kids of er, played to heartwarming
our generation, the first buzz of perfection
by
Catherine
Where the Wild Things Are Keener. An attempt to play
being made into a feature- with the older boys who are
length film probably began the part of Claire's sphere proves
build of equal parts excitement that not everyone is ready for
and apprehension. Excitement Max's far-out visions, demonbecause Maurice Sendak's strated when the boys carelessbeloved and eerie children's ly destroy his snow fort.
book was being recreated for us Already wounded, Max's mothto enjoy all over again; appre- er's distraction with her
hension because it was so per- boyfriend troubles sends him
fect - what if Hollywood into the fit that causes him to
messed it up? It would be like bite her before running into the
remembering a careless mis- night and into the small sailtake your parents made at boat that will catapult him
Christmas; didn't Dad have towards a tangible impossibilicookie crumbs in his beard that ty: the island of the Wild
morning as you tore through Things.
your bounty? Suddenly Santa
A storm provides some seridied even earlier than you'd ous turbulence before Max is
previously realized, or worse carried to shore by huge waves
yet, all over again.
without a scratch; and yes, the
Luckily, the magic lives on. movie is so artfully done that
Director Spike Jonze (Being even the complete lack of realJohn Malkovich, Adaptation), ism in the human world is
along with writer Dave Eggers acceptable. Upon reaching his
(A Heartbreaking Work of new surroundings, the first
Staggering Genius) have com- Thing we encounter is Carol, a
bined their tried and tested lumbering monster whose
abilities to turn a 40-some- appearance lies somewhere
thing-page book into 140 min- between a woolly mammoth
utes of cinematic brilliance, and Ernie (of the "Sesame
that, dare I say, may leave Street" franchise). He is in the
more of an impression than midst of destroying all of the
those original 10 lines.
Wild Things' homes in an emoAudiences are introduced to tional maelstrom due to his big
the boy of the hour, Max, as he baby
KW's
departure.
sprints down his household's Immediately the parallels are
stairs in the wolf costume that drawn: Max to Carol, Claire to
will serve as his second skin KW. No one is on Carol's side
throughout the film, chasing during this destructive torrent,
his shaggy dog in a fit of growls a feeling Max comprehends all
and yells that leaves you won- too well, and so he joins him in
dering who the animal really his hut smashing (though his
is. The work of a hand-held 4-foot-11-inch frame doesn't
camera makes this opening quite carry the same punch). A
both jarr ing and thrilling until friendship is born.
Max captures his pet and
Convincing these colossal
movement abruptly ceases, inhabitants that he is a king in
traded for a freeze-frame close- possession of vast powers
up of the ridiculously talented beyond their imaginations
Max Records. The eight-year- (though certainly not his), he
old actor quickly exhibits that finds himself not only accepted
he was cast for more than his by but leader of these beings,
impish face and shared name who are adult apart from their
with Sendak's protagonist. The desires and unfettered, childaddition of an adolescent sister, like nature. This kingship is an
the first of a few successful ode to the adage that age is, for
strays from the original plot, the most part, only a number,
paints the picture of Max as a and that most would trade
lonely and imaginative boy, business attire for wolf suits if
who is as hungry for a play- given the chance. Asked to
mate to enter his fabricated "keep out the sadness," King
ARTS WRITER

Max delivers his first order:
"Let the wild rumpus start!"
Despite the change of phrase
from the book, it certainly is a
wild rumpus. Through howling
matches, dirt clod fights, pig
(monster) piles, and the construction of a hut that puts the
snow Max left behind to
shame, friends and tensions
are formed that ultimately
reveal the truth: Max is just a
boy, and the Wild Things just
need a mother.

Where the Wild Things Are
is the journey of one boy into a
land resembling his imagina tion and back home again after
the discovery that even fantastic creatures need moms, and
that the comfort of home eventually trumps the rush of
adventure. It is one of those
rare movie experiences that
inspires the grand spectrum of
human emotion, and all to
extremes. Jonze and Eggers
have managed to create a film

universal in its scope without
forfeiting an inkling of the
eerie charm that distinguishes
this children's book from most
others. Audiences will laugh,
cry, and immediately download
the austere soundtrack comprised of original tracks by
Karen 0 (of Yeah Yeah Yeahs)
and the Kids. The pressure was
on and the band of bold cre ators behind this film pulled it
off and the·n some, to get
entirely cliche: a triumph.

Locker Subverts Conventions of War Films, Meaning of Conflict
DANIEL MORGAN '13
ARTS CO TRIBUTOR

One thing everyone should
know before seeing The Hurt
Locker: it is not a typical war
movie. All great "war movies"
tend not to be. Rather than simply depicting the vulgarities
and glories of war in the style of

The Bridge on the River Kwai,
Pearl Harbor, or Stalingrad,
The Hurt Locker delves deeper.
After just the first scene, one
realizes that this film is not content to simply deal out discourse on war. After about an
hour into the movie, one will
discover that the film instead
addresses the meaning of conflict itself.
Directed
by
Kathryn
Bigelow, The Hurt Locker follows the story of an Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) team
in the U.S. Army's Bravo
Company. The primary story
trajectory spans the time frame
of a little more than a month in

the lives of the film's three primary characters: Army Staff
Sergeant
William
James
(Jeremy Renner), Sergeant JT
Sandborn (Anthony Mackie),
and Specialist Owen Eldridge
(Brian
Geraghty).
Staff
Sergeant James takes over the
team in the wake of a brutal
mistake in the first scene. After
assuming control, James takes
his team into an intensely pressurized game of cat and mouse.
With improvised explosives
makers on one side, and Bravo's
EOD on the other, Sandborn
and Eldridge balk as they follow
James on his quest for adrenaline. James' erratic style ofleadership and seeming disregard
for mortality only make matters
worse. However, by the end of
the film, as James reveals his
true character, one begins to
wonder what needs to be left by
the wayside in exchange for life.
Each character asks this question at some point in the film,
and their answers shape who

they are and delineate what
they are afraid of becoming.
If an audience member
wants to see a vapid run-andgun thriller in which puerile
conceptions of masculinity vie
to achieve the highest levels of
sociopathic sadism, then rent
one of the films in the Die Hard
franchise. The Hurt Locker
won't make a viewer feel this
way. It won't cause members of
the audience to wildly hoot and
cheer as ridiculous numbers of
faceless enemies drop cartoonishly dead. Instead, a viewer
will watch as a desperate man
pleads to God before he vanishes in a sickening thump of thermite and C4. The Hurt Locker
does not, and cannot, reveal
how war is truly experienced,
but at least it doesn't put the
viewer into a complacent torpor.
The Hurt Locker reminds theatergoers that war is not just
awe-inspirmg, strange, and
magnificent; it is also deadly,
carnage-laden, and sacrificial.
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Campion's Bright Star Chronicles Emotional Period in Keats' Life
Love Story Becomes Focal Point of Biopic; Laudable Performances, Direction by Cornish, Whishaw, Campion
LILLIE LAVADO '10
ARTS CONTIUBUTOR

Bright Star chronicles a
period in the life of poet John
Kea t s (Ben Whishaw) during
his hopeless love affair with
fa shionable Hampstead girl
Fanny
Bra wne
(Abbie
Cornish). Written and directed by Jane Campion, the film
has met with ver y positive
revie ws from some of the
nation's top critics. The New
Yorker wrote a fanta s tic
review of the film pra ising its
r ealism and simplicity.
According to a r eview in
The
Chicago
Tribune ,
Campion wa s "[i]nspired by
the
exceptional
Andrew
Motion biogr aphy, Keats." By
the time Keats met Brawne
he was already a published
poet, although his work was
met by poor reviews from conte mporary critics. Brawne is
shown to be uninterested in
literature, preferring instead
to design and sew garments
for herself. Keats was about
23 at the time of their first
meeting in 1819, with only
three years left before tuberculosis took his life .
Early in the film , one is
not entirely positive as to
whether Keats' close frie nd
Charles Armitage Brown
(Paul Schne ider) is also
interested in Bra wne. This
not ion is da s hed after a
Valentine's Day letter from
Brown to Brawne ignites

Keats ' anger.
The scene with details about the life or
develops into a moment of period portrayed. It is a love
rage from Keats, denial from story. John Keats and Fanny
Brown, and shock from Brawne find themselves in
Brawne, putting on display love despite all odds and
for the audience the true without any notion of rationheight of Keats' and Brawne's ality - possibly the definition
of love . "And so live ever - or
affection for one another.
Pulling out my grand- else swoon to death" reads
mother's Oxford Anthology of the last line of "Bright Star."
English Poetry from her Mount The notion of this line leads
Holyoke days to
the viewer back to
read for myself
consider a scene of
Early in the film,
Brawne in selfKeats'
poem
one is not entirely
imposed
agony
"Bright Star," I
positive as to
find it strewn with
suffering fits of
penciled
notes.
pain followed by a
whether Keats'
maddening obsesHad Keats known
close friend
his legacy would
sion with butterCharles Armitage
flies during a sephave
survived
through the class
aration.
Keats ,
Brown (Paul
financially
of 1946 and into
Schneider) is also
dependent upon
this film debut of
interested in
2009, would he
Brown, had left for
have remained
a summer holiday
Brawne.
with his friend to
such a humble
a rented cottage far from
man?
Judging by Campion's Brawne, leaving her to the
depiction of Keats' character, mercy of the mail courier.
and delving into the words of Campion does not attempt to
Keats, one may conclude "Yes, add any fluff to the scene.
indeed." Keats was of humble She keeps it simple, showing
origins, young and still gentle a curled-up Cornish against a
at this time of highest inspi- backdrop of whitewashed
ration, reeling from a jading walls , the young woman in
illness. Encountering "Bright believable heartache over
Star," the poem or the film , separation from her lover.
the audience reads his charThe film competed in the
acter as one of a man who Cannes Film Festival this
knew his days were num- past May and was released on
bered and felt all too vulnera- Sept. 18 in the United States.
ble because of it.
It is now playing at Cinema
In a sense, this film does City on Brainard Road in
not bog down the central plot Hartford, Conn.

PART TIME/FULL TIME JOB
OFFER AS SALES REPSlll
Opening store is looking for
part-time/full-time employees
to mail envelopes or
type documents with the
potential to earn $ 700-$ 3 ,000
USD per week running your
own home business. Suitable
for anyone willing to commit
one hour and 30 minutes a day.
E-mail ( belaine03@gmail.com )
for more information about
the terms and the cost
involved.

CO URTESY OF \VW\V.BRAN D ONFIBBS.COM

Fanny Brawne (Abbie Cornish) looks after John Keats (Ben Whishaw) as he sleeps.

COURTESY OF W\V\'(1.SBS.COM.AU

John Keats and Fanny Brawne dance duri ng a scene fro m Jane Campion's Bright Star.

Start Your Career

in Accounting.

Northeastem's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting maiors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Take the first step.
Visit us online or at an information session near you. Learn
more about the program and upcoming events at:
www.msamba.neu.edu.
617-373·3244
gspa@neu..edu
www.msamba.neu.edu

Northeastern U niver sity
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

What's Up at the
WOMEN & GENDER RESOURCE
ACITON CENTER (WGRAC) ?
2nd floor Mather: x2408
Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu; Lauren.Donais@trincoll.edu
www.trincoll.edu - hit "W"
Everyone is Welcome!
Cool Programs!

Campus Organizing!
Movie Night!

Confidential Counseling

SART (Sexual Assault Response Team) Human Rights
"Voices Raised in Power"

Fun! Safe Zone Program

PHAB (Promoting Healthy Awareness of the Body)
Referrals/Resources
Zeta Omega Eta!

Feminist Activism!

SATF (Sexual Assault Task Force)

WGRAC Lounge - chill space for study, fun, class, TV/DVD watching©
Feminists United! Sexual Assault Counselor Certification
TCBWO (Trinity College Black Women's Organization)
Reading Group

Music Performers

Empowerment & Social Change!
"Coming-Out" Network

WGRAC Newsletter
Lunch Series Speakers
Leadership Development

Big Sister/Little Sister Program
"Take Back the Night!"

Feminist Scholarship Review

Vagina Monolgues!

t
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Staff & Volunteers
Director: Laura Lockwood, MA, '95
Assistant to the Director: Lauren Donais, '08
Director's Assistant: Rosalia Abreu '11
Violence Prevention Coordinator: Chamae Munroe '10
Violence Prevention Consultant: Becky Loeb, '1 O
PHAB Coordinator: Jennifer Jimenez, 112
Newsletter & FSR Editors: Annalise Welte '12; Katie Frection, '1 O
Volunteers: Charley Wedeen '11, Yodalis Moran '11,
Channon Miller '11, Isis Irizarry '11
MAC Liason: Annalise Welte '12

Gender-Focused Library
"Coming-Out" Network
Isis Irizarry '10
Charley Wedeen '11
Lacey Rose '1 O

J
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Women Rowers Win Fours Event Trinity Sports No. 14
continued from page 16
mer Bantams came in first out
of 20 crews, finishing a comfortable eight seconds ahead of the
second-place crew. When he is
not racing, Peter Graves is
Trinity's men's assistant rowing
coach. The Graves' cousin Brian
DeRegt '09 also raced. DeRegt
competed in the Lightweight
Men's Eight event. His crew
took first against 1 7 other
teams.
The Head of the Charles
was the second race of the fall
season for both the men's team
and the women's team. On Oct.
4, the Bantams hosted the
Head of the Riverfront Regatta
here in Hartford. Four men's
boats, consisting of eight rowers and a coxswain, raced in the
First College Eight event. All
four crews finished among the
top six crews in a field of 10

of NCAA Dill Schools
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

DEE McMEEKAN P'lOI PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

The women's fo ur dominated their opponents from the start and beat 28 crews.

teams. The first men's eight
won the event in a time of
19:37.83. The men's team
reassembled their lineups for
the Second College Eight event
just over an hour later. The
three new crews took first, second, and fifth .

D EE McMEEKAN P'l O1 PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

The men's varsity fo ur rowed their way to a 10th-place finish, in a 36-boat race.

The women's first eight
came in first in their field of 12
with a time of 22:36.83. The
second women's eight also finished first with a time of
22:36.53.
Up next for the women's
team is a scrimmage against
the
University
of
Massachusetts at Amherst. The
freshman women will race in
the
Worcester
Novice
Invitational
Regatta
in
Worcester, Mass on Oct. 24.
The next day, the varsity
men will compete in the
Princeton Chase in Princeton,
N.J. They will face fierce competition, including numerous
Ivy League teams. The freshman men will head up to
Dartmouth to take part in the
Green Monster Freshman
Invitational on Saturday, Oct.
31.

F. Hockey Upsets Unbeaten Tufts
JUSTINA SEVERNI '12
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

Unstoppable. That is the
perfect word to describe
Trinity College's women's field
hockey team. None of their 11
opponents have been able to
faze the team. The women
have shut out teams such as
the
Middlebury
College
Panthers, the Keene State
Owls, the Bates College
Bobcats, the
Connecticut
College Camels, and the
University of MassachusettsDartmouth Cors airs. Trinity
has also beaten teams such as
the Westfield State College
Owls and the Wellesley College
Blue, scoring five goals in both
contests.
Arguably their most important win came on Saturday,
Oct. 17 when they matched up
with the also-unbeaten Tufts

University Jumbos in New
England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) play. The No. 3
Jumbos came to the No. 5
Bantams riding a 30-game regular-season winning streak.
Tufts made the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Championship Game
last season, losing to the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears
in double overtime.
Forward Christy Bradley
'11 provided all the offense the
Bantams would need in their
2-1 win. After falling behind 10 at halftime, Bradley scored
on a pass from Alanna Capasso
'13 about 10 minutes into the
second half. Both teams had
ample scoring chances in the
sec.ond half and overtime, but
Bradley was the only player
who could find the back of the
net, scoring her second goal of

AMALIA NICH OLAS '13 1 PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

Members of the Trinity field hockey team look on during a recent home game.

the game assisted by Capasso.
Bradley's offensive contributions earned h er NESCAC
Player of the Week honors for
the week of Oct. 19.
As well as Bradley played,
Trinity
goalkeeper
Gina
Dinallo '12 may have been the
player of the game. Dinallo
recorded 15 saves, keeping
Trinity in the game.
The
Bantams were outshot 24 to 16
(not all of which were on target), so the saves were necessary to send the game into
overtime. Tufts' sophomore
goaltender Marianna Zak
faced fewer shots, but still
managed to make eight saves
of her own.
The victory brings the
Bantam's NESCAC record to
7-0. They are also undefeated
in overall play with an 11-0
record. Tufts is now second in
the conference at 6-1.
Trinity has just three
games left in the regular sea son, with matches against the
Springfield College Owls, the
No. 14 Bowdoin Polar Bears,
and the No . 19 Amherst
College Lord Jeffs to close out
the season. Wins against the
latter two would guarantee the
team a top spot in the
NESCAC Tournament.
With all their success this
season, there are high hopes
for the squad in this year's
NCAA tournament. Last season they ended the year with a
winning record of 13-5, losing
in the semifinals of the NCAA
tournament. The team hopes
to make it even further this
year.

In the National Collegiate
Scouting Association (NCSA)
Collegiate Power Rankings of
100
National
Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III schools, Trinity
College found itself well
toward the top of the list at
No. 14. The NCSA placed
Trinity in between Carnegie
Mellon University (No. 13)
and the Claremont Colleges
(No. 15), while fellow New

Directors of Athletics between
seven and 10 times each year
for every division. The
Directors' Cup rankings are
determined based on how
teams fare in the NCAA
championship
for
their
respective sport. Points are
awarded to each team , for
every sport. Unfortunately,
four of Trinity's strongest
sports do not participate in an
NCAA championship. Men's
rowing, men's and women's
squash, and football are not
awarded points
m
the

EMILY GITTLEMAN '11 1 PHOTO EDITOR

Women's crew races in an NCAA championship, adding points to Trinity's ranking.

England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) rival Bates lagged
behind, at 16th.
Three out of t h e top five
schools are members of the
NESCAC , with Williams
College in first, and Amherst
College
and
Middlebury
College just behind in second
and
t h ird,
respectively.
Washington University in St.
Louis and Massachu setts
Institute of Technology round
out the top five.
Among fellow NESCAC
opponents, Tufts University
places sixth and Bowdoin
College ranks 10th.
When ranking schools, the
NCSA takes three factors into
consideration. First,
the
NCSA compares institutions
academically by us mg the
U.S . News and World Report
ranking. Second, the NCSA
takes into account the graduation rate of NCAA student
athletes for each institution.
Third, the U.S . Sports
Academy Directors' Cup rankmg compares the athletic
departments of individual
schools. The Directors' Cup
ranking is compiled and
released by the National
Association of Collegiate

Directors' Cup rankings.
For the last four years, at
least five out of the top 10
schools have been NESCAC
competitors, pointing to the
competitive nature of both
academics and athletics in
t h e conference. "It says exactly what everybody always
says, NESCAC schools do
very well in NCAA competition, " said Trinity College
Athletic Director Richard
Hazelton.
He added, "You can see
how competitive the NESCAC
is and how competitive we are
in the NESCAC."
NCSA did not include
Trinity in its 2008 rankings,
but in 2007 Trinity tied with
Pomona College for 20th overall, just ahead of Carleton
College in Minnesota. The
2007 ranking was a great
improvement over Trinity's
87th place ranking in 2006.
Trinity's ranking and
those of fellow NESCAC
rivals make it clear that it is
an incredibly competitive conference . As Hazelton noted,
"There are probably 400 division III NCAA schools. I think
it's outstanding. To be ranked
14th out of 400 schools is very
good."

Soccer Team on Five
Game Winning Streak
continued from page 16
With the games this weekend, the Bantams have won
five straight and nine of their
last 10. Trinity has two games
left in its season, both home
against NESCAC opponents .
The team will play the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears

on Saturday, Oct. 24. The
Bantams end their season six
days later, on Friday, Oct. 30,
playing the Amherst College
Lord Jeffs.
The men's soccer program
has been steadily improving
under Head Coach Mike Pilger,
and it looks as if this will be
the tea m's breakout sea son.
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Inside Sports:
The field hockey team
continues to dominate
the NESCAC
page 15

SPORTS
The Trinity Tripod

Trinity Rowers and Alumni Race at Head of the Charles Regatta
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS CO TRJBUTOR

The Trinity men's and
women's rowing teams spent
the weekend competing at the
45th Head of the Charles
Regatta in Boston, Mass. The
Head of the Charles is the
largest two·day regatta in the
world, and the Trinity rowing
teams had a strong showing.
Every year 7,500 athletes from
across the globe assemble and
compete in 55 different events.
The regatta draws more than
300,000 spectators over the

course of the weekend.
On Saturday, Oct. 17, the
men's and women's teams com·
peted in the Collegiate Men's
Four and Collegiate Women's
Four events, respectively. The
men's four finished 10th out of
the 36 boats in the race. Rowing
for the Bantams were Michael
Phillips '12, Red Sammons '11,
Nick Drexel '10, Rye Biddle '11,
and coxswain Elyssa Michael
'10.
The women's four had a stel·
lar row. They were explosive
right off the starting line and
remained composed against a

r _.

The Trinity women's four celebrates on the medal stand after winning their event.

field of 29 other teams to come
in first by almost 30 seconds.
Competing for the Bantams
were Deede Dixon '10, Mina
Aiken '11, Michelle Johnson
'13, Ellie Wierzbowski '10, and
coxswain Stephanie Apstein
'10. This is the second time that
team standouts and co-captains
Wierzbowski and Apstein have
won the Head of the Charles in
their collegiate rowing careers.
On Sunday, Oct. 18, the
Bantams raced two men's
eights and one women's eight.
The first men's eight finished
second overall to league rival
Williams College by just over a
second in the Collegiate Men's
Eight event, among a field of 38
teams. Stern pair and leaders
of the crew included brothers
Nate '10 and Will Kelly '11.
They were followed by Hugh
McKeegan '10, Hal Ebbott '10,
Colin Touhey '10, Vince
McLaughlin '12, Joe Malarney
'10, and Peter Smith '10. The
crew was coxed by Flip Luisi
'10. The second eight raced in
the same event as the first and
came in 11th. Katie Apfelbaum
'11 coxed the relatively young
group of athletes, notably
Brandon Taaffe '12 and Greg
Magarian '12, who led the crew
in the stern. They were well·
supported
by
teammates

DEE McMEEKA N P'IO I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

The men's first varsity boat prepared for their Head of the Charles race in the rain.

Danilo Cicmil '10, Prescott
Holowink '11, Henry Fitts '12,
Jake Donich·Croll '10, Gr~ham
Skinner '12, and Alex Yoel '12.
The women's eight raced in
the Collegiate Women's Eight
event. They placed 24th in the
field of 35. The women's eight
came in third overall last year.
They have lost several key
members from last year's crew,
but the young group was able to
step up and fill in the gaps. The
Trinity boat consisted of
coxswain Courteney Coyne '10,
Robin Neschke '13, Allison

Friedlander
'12,
Emily
'Frannie' Bower '13, Sophie
Hollingsworth '12, Hannah
Smith '10, Daisy Letendre '13,
Sarah Keller '11, and Nicole
Maleh '13.
Trinity alumni also found
great success. Brothers Tom '05
and Peter Graves '07 raced in
the
Championship
Men's
Double event on Saturday.
These boats are raced without a
coxswain and each rower holds
two oars instead of one. The for-

see WOMEN on page 15

TLis Day in Sports: Men's Soccer Records Two Wins
Octoluir

ALEX FITZGERALD '10
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1903 11111 Boston L\maricans CwLo "°'"later kcalH! ti.a Rad Sox)
daf.aatad ti.a PmsLurgL Pirata in tk First World Sma. Tlta suia
mcludad niH gams. instHd oF SHU. Boston won Fiva 9amu;
Pm:sLurgL took onlg tLraa.
1960 PittsLurgL Pirata Bill Maaroski Lit ti.a First-nu walk-oFF Loma
run tLat andad a World Sarin. Ha lad ti.a Piratu to a I0-9 victory
Hr tL11 Naw York Yankau and a World GampionsLip titla.
1962 "FL wida r11c11iv11r Jarry Rica was Lorn in Starlcvilla, Miss.
1998 Tlta PittsLurgL Puguins Filad For Lankruptcg For tL11 sacond time
sinc:e ti.air inception in 1967. TLag First Forayad into Lankruptcg in
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The Tufts Jumbos had a little
more
trouble
generating
offense, managing just 10
By winning two games this shots, only four of which made
weekend, the No. 15 Trinity it on frame. Trinity goalkeep·
College men's soccer team er Grant Schonberg '10
advanced to 10·1 ·l.
Both recorded his sixth shutout of
games were similar defensive the season, making all four
battles that the Bantams held saves with ease .
Although neither team
on to win 1 ·O. The wins were
the team's sixth and seventh scored in the second half,
one· goal wins of the year, a there was plenty of action as
sign of the team's determina· the teams registered 13 total
tion. Along with being ranked fouls . The referees warned
nationally, the team is ranked Trinity forward Sam Wisner
'10 and Tufts' sop homore
No. 2 in New England.
Midfielder Anthony El· Jesse Poon with yellow cards
Hachem '13 provided the only midway through the period,
goal in Trinity's Conference which helped to ease the ten·
win over the Tufts University sion on the field.
Jumbos on Saturday, Oct. 17.
Less than 24 hours after
The Bantams are second in beating Tufts in Somerville,
the New England Small Mass., the Bantams headed to
College Athletic Conference Springfield, Mass. to face the
(NESCAC) standings, with a Springfield College Pride.
5· 1·1 conference record. The The match, dampened by cold,
loss dropped Tufts to 2·7·2 wet weather conditions, was
overall and 0·5·2 in the scoreless until the end of first
NESCAC. The score came half when Trinity substitute
five minutes into the contest Austin Lan '11 put away a
on a pass from stand·out mid· Dan Mayernick '12 pass 37
fielder Pete Marlette '11 to El· minutes in.
Hachem, who beat Tufts jun·
Even with the poor weath·
ior goalkeeper Pat Tonelli er, the Bantams and Pride
with his shot.
were able to make 13 and 11
The goal came on one of shots
respectively.
seven Bantam shots in the Unfortunately for the 4·10·1
first half and one of 16 shots Pride, they were only able to
total for the team in the game . put one shot on target, which
The Bantams put eight of Schonberg saved.
The
those shots on target, seven of shutout was Schonberg's sev·
which were saved by Tonelli. enth of the season and second
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in two days.
Springfield
freshman goalie Chris Walton
made four saves on five
Bantam shots.
The NESCAC has proved
to be a tough conference again
this year, with Trinity,
the
Wesleyan
University
Cardinals, and the Williams
College Ephs all ranked in the
top 25 nationally. Wesleyan is
undefeated and No. 6 in the
poll, while Williams sits
behind Trinity at No. 20.
Trinity beat Williams by the
lopsided score of 3·0 on
Wednesday, Oct. 11.
The
Bantams' sole loss of the year
is to the Wesleyan squad at
the beginning of the month.
The Trinity team is currently tied with Williams for
second place in the NESCAC.
The two teams have identical
conference records. Wesleyan,
at 5·0·2, sits in first, one point
ahead of the Bantams and
Ephs. The Amherst College
Lord Jeffs are currently in
fourth place, a few points
behind the Bantams. It is
possible but unlikely for the
Bantams to finish lower than
third in the conference. They
would have to lose their last
two games and Amherst or
Bowdoin would have to win
their remaining games for
the Bantams to lose one of the
top spots.
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